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AST IACT

With the existence of the RTD sonic test facility, it becomes necessary to investi-
gate the requirements for reliability fatigue testing during the simulated application
of static, dynamic, and acoustic service loadings. This report includes the findings
of an extensive investigation of previous rombined load failures, documents the exist-
ence of such failures and suggests possible future problems based on an industry-wide
survey of actual case histories. Analytical substantiation of the increased probability
of failure and theoretical acoustic considerations are presented to indicate that com-
bined loads do present a particular problem area. The simulation of static, dynamic.
and acoustic loads is discussed in terms of general principles which must be taken into
consideration, and getseral testing methods applicable to difficult and costly vehicle
fatigue problems. Limitations and possible future extensions to the RTD sonic test
facility are discussed and recommendations presented. Seven specific testing arrange-
ments which have been developed for combined loads simulation of several selected cases
are described and illustrated. The following conclusions have been determined as appli-
cable to any type of structural combined loads testing. The superposition of loads on
a test article during conic excitation requires the accurate simulation of many loading
parameters witbout affecting structural response to the acoustic forcing function.
Where practicable actual time-mission history loading must be employed to prevent er-
roneous results and conclusions from the testing data.

This technical documentary report has been reviewed and is aoDroved.

4H A MAVehicl
Chief, Vehicle DnicaDiso
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I INTRODUCTION

The application of static loads has been the principal method of qualifying air-
craft and missile structures for many years. As the result of difficulties in the
area of vehicle fatigue, leading in turn to costly engineering changes, large mainten-
ance burdenu, and loss of weapon effectiveness, it has been deemed a necessity to per-
form fatigue testing and thereby provide structural integrity. The present fatigue
testing procedures may either be similar to static testing-or include the dynamic loads.

To provide satisfactory designs, a radical shift in emphasis may be required due
to recent evolutions in the engineering picture:

"* Improved structural design and stress analysis allow smaller margins for

static loads.

"* Radical new vehicle design and missions.

"* Accurate design criteria for vehicles is unavailable when these are not part
of the evolutionary chain of vehicle development.

These shifts in the background of new vehicle design result in a group of static
and dynamic loads each tending to use a large fraction of the available structural
strength or fatigue load carrying capabilities. Certain of the new vehicle designs
have been pushed to 30,000 - 50,000 hour lifetimes. Contrasting missile designs for
use on a one shot basis have also proved to be vulnerable to their new static and
dynamic load environment.

The work presented here has been an investigation to determine whether the exist-
ence of several loading types, none of which are sufficiently dominant to cause strength
failures, may be the cause of structural failures through fatigue or other failure
modes. The fatigue failure categories may be either low cycle repeated load failures
or endurance limit failures. Other general or discrete categories of fatigue failure
may also be involved. Survey work conducted in conjunction with this study has de-
monstrated a rather complete failure of the existing state if the art to encompass
this phase of design.

Contributing significantly to the importance of combined loads ere the new dynamic
loadings arising from separation and reattachment of the external flow field, oscil-
lating shock waves, base pressure fluctuation or cavity resonance. Where these unusu-
ally high loadings appear, failures have also appeared. In most cases the high dynartic
loads have a principal component arising from the high noise levels. A large sonic
test facility is presently nearing completion at RTD that will have the capability of
subjecting full scale aircraft, missiles and components to high intensity noise levels.
In many cases the realistic simulation of the loading of the structure will require
the super-position of static, quasi-static and the various dynamic loads in combina-
tion with high intensity noise. A system for applying static and dynamic loads to
structure undergoing sonic testing hos never been developed.

Manuscript released by authors in November t963 for publication as an RTD Technical

Documentary Report.



The purpose of this invest.gation is to suggest methods for accurate reproduction
of these loads in an acoustic environment, specifying the particular problem areas for
investigation, and stating the limitations which way be encountered in applying these
loads in a sonic environment.

The investigation has accomllished the following tasks:

0 Determined whether cases exist that require testing under combined static
and dynamic loads simultaneously with high intensity sound.

0 Determined and defined in general terms the combined load conditions that
are present in particular cases.

0 Determined in general terms how the combined loads may best be simulated
on acoustic fatigue test articles in the RTD sonic fatigue facility.

It DEFINITION OF COMBINED LOADS

A thorough investigation was made of all available sources to provide substan-
tiating evidence of combined loads failures. The first question that arises is a defini-
tion of combined loads.

Taking any individual load or combination of loads into consideration, failure,
and in particular fatigue failure, will be the end result. Therefore, proof testing
on high reliability items is a must. This necessitates a definite requirement that as
many loads as the vehicle or component may undergo during actual operating conditions
should be simulated to the best state of the art available. The elimination of one of
many loads during qualification may lead to an undesirable condition of the "missing"
load being the most influential factor contributing to catastrophic failure. There is
also the possibility that this particular load is likely to occur singly or in com-
bination with other insignificant loads thereby accelerating its contribution to
eventual failure.

Simulating the exact loads that will occur during a typical mission profile in
the proper sequence is the most desirable method of proof testing any article. A gen-
eral classification of these loads can be grouped into five areas; static, aerodynamic,
acoustic, dynamic, and thermal. A more complete breakdown is shown in Tables I, 11 and
111. Some vehicles during their life history will encounter parts of all of these
groups; others may encompass only a few.



TABLE I

COMBINED LOADS

ACOUSTIC AERODYNAMIC STATIC DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE

(PSEUDO-NOISE)

Engine Noise Buffet Maneuver Wind Aerospace Heat

Cavity Separation Inertia Wind Shear Engine Heat

Resonance Convected Steady Air Gust Hot Spots due

Internal Turbulence Loads to Turbulence

Vehicle Noise Launch or

Base Pressure Ground-Air Take-off Cryogenic

Fluctuation -Ground Fuels
Cycles Ground Handling

Oscillating Space Tempera-

Shock Pressure Landing ture Differen-
tial

Wakes From Gross Vehic'le

Drag Devices Motion During
Engine Run-up

Boundary Layer
Mechanically
Transmitted
Thrust Oscil-

lation

Engine Vibra-
tion

Transient After-
burner

Shock

Vibration Due
To Internal
Equipment

Fuel Slosh

Flutter

Engine
Gimballing



TABLE II

COMINED IDADS ON CASE HISTORICS
OLtAING CASES

ENGINE AIR INTAKE DUC~T

AFTm3LUMR T"ANSXENT AND MICHANICAL TRANSMIrrD
DRAWING CASE THRUST OSCILLATION

PIKIARY STRUCTURAL QUALIFICATION

STATIC -IRING

LARGE SCALE TURBULENCE
iYSTDIS VIBRATION

WOADS COePIONM TEST

L. Engine Noibe X X X X
a. Cavity Resonance x X
b. Internal Vehicle Noise x

AMRODYNAMIC (PSEUDO-NOISE)
I. Buffet -
2. Sepration x -

3 Convected Turbulence X W
4. Bass Pressure Fluctuation

5. Oacillatirn Shock -

6. Wake from l"ajj Devices X H
7. Boundary Layer

'STATIC S

1. Maneuver x y x
2. Inertia

3. Stead Air Loads x T4. Ground-Air-Ground Cycles x X
5. PreseerI x E

DYNAMIC S
1. Wind x
2. Wind shv r ,0 x
3. ý- st P x
4. Launch oT Takeoff x R

_5. Ground HandlinA g
6. 1nLa l x A

7.Gross Vehicle Notion T
at RunupI

S. Mechanically Transmitter X N
Thrust Oscillation

' 9 Kniin VbrationX XX
0. -Afterburner Transient x

x______. _________________________"______

12. Vil -tion due tox

I nternal Equipmlent x
in. fu er soen x

Tr. Flutter
1 5. Engine Cimballing

1. Aerospace Heat X
2. Enjine Heat x
3. Hot Spoto due to Turbulence x 2
•.Cryojenic Fuels x

e r_ Differenta



TABLE III

COMBINED LDADS ON CASE HISTORIELS
7NCINE•4IGN CASES

JAIR LAUNCHED MISSILE

ENGINER IN(G MISSILE-SPACNRAFT (OMBINATIONS
C CASES

MECjRY CAPSULE

N4AVAL AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS

CAVITY RESONANCE B-52, X-15

VTOL AIRCRAFT

LOADS CEWAU1I

ACOUSTIC
1. Engine Noise x x x x X X
a. Cavity Resonance X
b. Internal Vehicle Noise

AERODYNAMIC (PSEUDO-NOISE)
I. Buffet -

2. Separation x __ x
3. Convected Turbulence x ...-..
4. Base Pressure Fluctuation "'x
5. Oscillating Shock x x
6. Wake from Drag Devices X
7. Boundary Layer .. x

STATIC

1. Maneuver X x I
2. Inertia x X x x X
3. Steady Air Loads X X x
4. Ground-Air-Ground Cycles x x x x
5. Pressure X X XDYNAMIC • •

I. Wind x x x x
2. Wind Shear x X X
3. Gust I X X X X x
4. Launch or Takeoff x x X X x X -

5. Ground Handling X x x
6. Landing_ x
7. Cross Vehicle Motion

at Runup X x
S. Mechanically Transmitted

Thrust Oscillation X x x
-"En-ine Vibration _ x x x I
10. Afterburner Transient x _

11. Shock X -_
12. Vibration due to

Int,,rnal Equipment IX x
T3. Fu e S (is h "_' _ _ '___ ____x -

15. Engine Gimballin_ X
THN HAL
1. Aernspace Heat x
2.Tn•ne Tear X X
3 Hot Spots Lu t-o Trhu-rice
4., Cr-o e.Ic Fuelsr

..-- Lpace Temperature DifferentiAl .. .



The .. .ll.'jn. Ila . .t of dogin....... o c..,Fi,-d lon's to uae in this study
and shown in Tables 1I and III:

ACOUSTIC WADS 9

Engine Noise:

The acoustic energy radiated from the power source of the vehicle, i.e.,
from a jet engine, rocket engine, etc. Thli energy is propagated through
air, causing a random pressure fluctuation on the surfaces it strikes,
i.a., a &•r• pressure l.uoveal "' a frequency spectrum, velocity of
propagation, direction, and correlation in time and space.

Cavity Resonance:

Pressure oscillations in a cavity arising from sloshing of the air mass
at one of its natural frequencioes An infinite spectrum of such modes
exists so that turbulence over the mouth of a cavity has the capability
of excitation modes over a wide frequency band. The pulsating pressure
may resonate at values near free stream dynamic pressure in exceptional
cases.

Internal Vehicle Noise:

The acoustic environment existing inside a vehicle from any external
acoustic source transmitted through the walls of the vehicle can also be
noise originating from equipment iocated inside the vehicle.

A&ODY MIC LOADS

Buffet:

A randomly varying pressure applied over an aerodynamic surface of an air-
craft wing by the phenomenon of air flow separation and turbulence.

Separat•on:

The separation of air flow from an external or internal surface causing
a randomly varying pressure over the surface. Adverse pressure gradients
or flow angularity are possible reasons.

Converc:sd Tur ulence:

Randomly varying pressure pulses where the pressure pate ern moves with
characteristic velocity and direction across the surface.

Base Pressure Fluctuation:

For a body with a blunt b.ase, the base pressures are characterized by
pressure oscillation covering a frequency s.)ectrum not utilike that of the
other large scale turbulent phenomena presf ited under aerodynanic loads.
The excitation comes from turbulert flow at the edges of the blunt base,
and is the result of turbulent mixing cf the free stream flow with the
dead air moving along the blunt base.

S



Oscillating Shock:

Ii a wide Mach number band in the transonic region, shock waves rmy oscil-
late at high frequency traveling over one or two panel widths. The pheno-
menon can only occur when the structure has reentrant angles or as a regult
of shock wave-boundary layer interaction.

Wiýe from Drag Devices:

A randomly varying pressure over a surface as a result of turbulent wake
behind a projection into the air flow.

Boundary Layer:

A randomly varying pressure due to the relatively thin layer of turbulence
caused by friction betwee high speed flow and the skin of the vehicle.

STATIC LOADS

Maneuver:

Sum total of the static loads imposed on the vehicle under steady o0
maneuvering flight. These static loads vary slowly in time.

Inertia:

Forces resulting from acceleration of a vehicle, either through change of
magnittde or direction o. its velocity.

Steady Air Loads:

The unvarying aerodynamic force imposed on a moving airfoil applied as a
pressure over a surface.

Ground-Air-Ground Cycles:

The cycle of aerodynamic loads on the airfoil of a vehicle as it lifts
off from, and returns to land on the ground, as in the flexure of a wing
as it goes from zero lift to lift for normal flight and back to zero lift,
but not including other loads during flight such as maneuver, gust, etc.

DYNAMIC LOADS

Wind:

Forces applied to a vehicle by ground winds with the vehL le tied down or

stationary.

Wind Shear:

Forces caused by gradients in the wind velocity during forward or upward
flignt at high speeds causes an angle of attachment variation of the
incoring air.

1



Gust,

The load imposed upon a flight vehicle by atmospheric turbulence,
suddenly encountered and of short duration, applied as a pressure over
an area, and normally affecting the vehicle as a whole rather than acting
on portions of the vehicle.

Launch Environment:

Severe acoustic loads occur during launch resulting from the very high
preosure fluctuation surrounding the vehicle. The acoustic field is
stro gly dependent on the pod configuration and the --- • •f the cx-
baust products. The moving pressure field is characterized by magnitude,
frequency spectrum, velocity, direction, and correlation in time and space.

Takeoff:

Loads applied to an aircraft during its t.akecff roll, including vertical
vibration due to runway roughness and horizontal forces of slowly varying
magnitude applied to the tire by the runway.

Ground Handling:

Those specific forces applied to a given vehicle when it is handled on
the ground not under its own power, such as towing an aircraft or hoisting
a missile.

Landing:

Loads applied to an aircraft by contact with the runway, primarily the
sudden vertical and aft loads associated with ground contact.

Gross Vehicle Motion and Runup:

Landing gear fluctuation and variation in engine thrust causing the vehicle

to lurch about.

Mechanically Transmitted Thrust Oscillation:

Random forces from engine combustion which are mechanically transmitted to
structure, through the engine mounts.

Engine Vibration:

The transverse sinusoidal vibration caused by the slight out-of-balance of
rotating parts of a turbojet engine, transmitted by the engine case to the
engine mounts of the vehicle.

Afterburner Transient:

The variation in thrust resulting from ignition of the afterburner of a
Jat engine (also resulting from some conditions of afterburner shutdown),
applied longitudinally and transmitted by the engine case to the engine
mounts of the vehicle. It is characterized by a rapid rise time pulse
load decaying slowly with severAl plus and minus ptaks.



Shock:

Any condition which creates a single pulse load with relatively rapid
rise time.

Vibration Due to Internal Equipment:

Mechanical transmission loads and forces acting on structure and equipment

resulting from operation of internal items of equipment.

Fuel Slosh:

The variation in pressure on the inside surface of a fuel tank due to
relative motion of the fuel.

Flutter:

Primary structural instability due to passage of a flexible vehicle
through an atmosphere at high speed. Aerodynamic, structural, and in-
ertial forces couple the motion in the primary vehicle modes in such a
way as to supply energy from the air stream.

Engine Gimballing:

The reaction on a missile structure to the forces applied to the engine
case to change the angle between t-,e centerline of the missile and the
centerline of thrust, *ogether with the transverse component of thrust.

THERMAL LOADS

Aerospace Heat:

Heat gain over a surface due to friction with the atmosphere.

Engine Heat:

Combustion heat from vehicle's propulsion plant.

Hot Sp3ts:

Intense turbulence generates heat transfer rates an order of magnitude
greater than heat transfer associated with normal flow in the Mach number
band where aerodynamic heat is significant.

Cryogenic Fuels:

Low temperature fluid (oxygen, hydrogen, etc.) which influence material
fatigue properties.

Space Temperature Differential:

The differential temperature with resulting heat flow and heat loss caused
by a vehicle existing in a low temp-.rature space environment. Internal
and external heat sources may contribute.



III GENERAL DISCUSSION

BACKGROUND

Significant engineering failures occurring in new vehicles have led to lengthy
experiments to uncover the reasons for failure. In many cases these failures have
been satisfactorily explained. A review of many recent cases was undertaken in this
study to determine whether combined loads were a significant contributor to the over-
all damage.

An industry survey was conducted to determine the present state of the art in
combined loads studies. This survey is easily summarized. With one exception, the
contractors stated either that combined loads were not important or that no case
of combined loads failures had come to their attention. Prevailing opinion from
structures personnel and those concerned with fatigug studies was that the static
loads alone were damaging, and in almost every case the importance was represented
by a single load component. NASA and one aerospace contractor were exceptions and
provided definite cases.

Acoustic fatigue damage to Air Force, airline and other vehicles has proven
tremendously damaging. During a five year period $100,000,000 was spent on engi-
neering change proposals for prevention of acoustic fatigue by the Air Force.
Further costs included maintenance and loss of weapon effectiveness. Because no
reasonable method appeared to provide an analytic attack to the problem, a decision
was made to proceed with the establishment of the present RTD sonic facility for
testing of full scale vehicles and components.

As pointed out in the introduction, the change in the engineering background:
small margins, new vehicles and missions, less accurate design criteria; occurred
simultaneously with heterogeneous failures in a wide class of vehicles. A natural
tie existed, therefore, between determining whether combined loads were important
and a comprehensive review of recent structural failures. Parallel efforts were
carried out to develop suitable test procedures and to conduct analytical studies
for the determination of significant causes or explanations.

A series of case histories will be documented later in the report giving some-
what greater detail in each case. Engineering studies concerned the question of
the importance of combined loads while the test simulation cases call out cases
representing best use of the RTD sonic facility.

INVESTIGATION OF PREVIOUS COMBINED LOADS FAILURES AND POSSIBLE PROBLEM AREAS

W-58 Aircraft

An ample number of cases were available for study. Perhaps of greatest tech-
nical interest was a case which occurred on the early model B-58. A low frequency
wing motion, less than 20 cps, in one of the wing natural modes of vibration was
driven by mechanically transmitted thrust oscillation from afterburner operation.
In addition, the high sound field (reaching 168 db overall on the wing) and transients
occurring during afterburner light-up were contributing. A series of studies were
required to extract the essential dynamic definitions of the loadings. A ten hour
sonic fatigue test during full afterburner operation was initially performed. A
number of failures were uncovered and repaired. In production, however, further
extensive failures in wing spar webs appeared with the necessity for additional
investigations.
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T-38 Supersonic Jet Trainer

The Northrop twin engined supersonic jet trainer exhibited early engine inlet

duct failures due to separated flow inside the inlet. The investigation included
discussions with other contractors and the finding was that inlet air duct failures
were present on practically every jet aircraft built to that date. The phenomena is
limited to ground operation in which air enters the duct from the sides and the rear
of the nacelle. Turbulence and separation of the incoming air resulted inside the
inlet. Panels approximately 30 inches behind the lip failed as a result of the loads
imposed by separated flow and negative pressure condition. As a corrective remedy,
panel sizes of 7 x 14 x .025 inches were backed up by aluminum honeycomb to stiffen
the structures. Figure I shows the 154 db overall environment during ground opera-
tion as contrasted to a maximum 141.5 db overall occurring in flight where smooth
entry of the incoming air occurs. Two separate phenomena are illustrated. The high
excitations resulted from separated flow while the turbulent boundary layer excitation
occurred at a significantly lower level. An interesting item of information was
tallied to define the phenomena when a bell mouth was fashioned and attached to the
intake and used for ground runup. Smooth air flow resulted in a return to the lower
excitation level. Engineering fixes for a completed duct installed in a vehicle are
complex. Also, the duct design conditions are severe due to both high positive and
negative static pressitres during various portions of the flight profile.

Mercury Capsule

On the Mercury capsule the aerodynamics of the nose of the vehicle was heavily
compromised by the open trusswork on the retro rocket tower. The straight line changes
from cylinder to conical mold lines and back again on the Mercury Atlas vehicle com-
bined with the heavy turbulent flow from the tower caused an intense oscillating shock
in the transonic band of flight. Equivalent oscillating pressutes reached 166 db with
the oscillation occurring at high frequencies. One of the early test vehicles was
lost and the adapter between the capsule and the booster came under intense study.
The adapter was heavily reinforced and the Mercury program continued. The reinforced
adapter was subjected to analytical and experimental studies, combining shock, acoustic
and longitudinal compressive loading, without obtaining positive evidence that the high
loadings were responsible for the failure in the adapter.

Centaur Vehicle

The Centaur vehicle exhibited a panel failure near the nose of the vehicle,
resulting in loss of fuel and loss of the vehicle. Aerodynamic separation of the
flow occurs subsonically as a result of the sharp cone cylinder intersection at the
nose. Supersonically, however, an expansion fan at the intersection establishes poten-
tial flow, i.e., a relatively smooth transition around the abrupt change in mold line.
The transition is abrupt resulting in a lq pressure step, (5 psi at 20,000 feet alti-
tude). Studies on this vehicle and on Saturn show the transition occurs between
0.75 and 0.94 Mach number depending on the cone angle and the local flow conditions
upstream of the critizal point.
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FIGURE 2 VERTICAL TAIL IN B-52 WING CUTOUT

Cavity Resonance B-52,X-15 Combination

An unusual loading appearing on the X-15 research vehicle concerned cavity reso-

nance in the open area created by the cutout in the wing trailing edge of the B-52

designed to accept the vertical stabilizer of the X-15 (Figure 2)1. The large blunt

base and the sides of the vertical stabilizer combine to define a cavity open at both

ends. Excitation is provided to the fluid in the cavity by turbulence flowing over

the bottom surface originating with the thick pylon supporting the entire vehicle,

which is mounted forward and in line with the cavity. Structural failures were found

in the upper vertical tail after the third captive flight. An 18 inch separation of

a rib and its flange occurred. Pressure measurements made on the side of the B-52

wing cutout showed Ap/q of 0.4 and a predominant frequency of 100 cps. These

pressures converted to equivalent noise values are as follows:

q, psf db

150 ................ 154
300 ................ 160
600 ................ 166

Structural modifications were necessary to the vertical stabilizer.

Throughout the flight program, the vehicle experienced vibration from various

sources. These include: 1) aerodynamic buffeting; 2) panel flutter; 3) structural
feedback from the horizontal stabilizer acting through the stability augmentation con-

trol system; and 4) horizontal and vertical stabilizing motions at their fundamental
frequencies. The vehicle penetrates its buffet boundary during pullup after launch

and usually encounters mild buffet after completing the supersonic portion of the
flight.

1
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Vertical Takeoff & Landing (VTOL) Aircraft

The present design of VTOL aircraft utilizes directional jet exhaust nozzle tech-
niques to cntrol angular thrust direction. Other prototypes suggest variable fan or
fixed/variable fan combinations. All of these techniques will produce an atmosphere
of severe acoustic, static and quasi-static combined loads problems. Serious ground
reflections will occur during the transition stages of flight. Reflected acoustic
energy will produce noise levels on the order of 150-180 db overall on the under-
surface of the aircraft. Rough landings are a characteristic of this type of aircraft
and when combined with the high noise levels associated with ground reflection, a com-
bined loads problem exists.

The transition phase of the flight program can best be simulated by setting the
aircraft on edge or on its tail with the bottom of the fuselage facing the main bank
of sirens. The noise levels on the bottom of the fuselage can be simulated in the
RTD sonic facility by a jet and/or propeller type spectrum reproduced by the main
siren bank. Any masking required for gradient purposes can be accomplished by cur-
taining off the particular areas involved.

The inertial loads will of course be different from those in the actual case
but a sacrifice must be made to realistically reconstruct the acoustic loads which
substantially contribute to the damage process.

Gear shock action due to rough landing characteristics can be simulated by hydrau-
lic cylinders programmed to produce the shock action and connected to the gear struts.
Movement in three planes will be required for accurate simulation.

It in possible that the method described in Figure 16 for Primary Structural
Qualification can be applied to the wing and fuselage section to reproduce the dynamic
pressure loadings as a further extension to this testing case.

Naval Aircraft Operations

During catapulting procedure of a carrier based type aircraft many dynamic loads
are introduced into the structure via the catapult mechanism. Typical response curves
taken at the drag strut and engine for a modified North American Aviation XAJ-l during
nose tow catapult are shown in Figure 3, as reproduced from Reference 2. These dynamic
loads transmitted to the structure will be combined with acoustic loads due to jet
and/or propeller noise reflection off the deck. Reinforcement of the acoustic energy
will occur and effect certain areas (undersurface of wing, fuselage, tail section,
etc.) of the aircraft and accelerate the damage process.

Simulation of the acouctic reflection will be rather simple in the RTD sonic
facility; however, the application of the dynamic shock loading will tend to be more
difficult. The rise time associated with this acceleration might possibly be obtained
by use of programmed hydraulic cylinders although the magnitude of some of the loads
involved may be impossible to reach and trade-offs will be necessary.

Air Launched Missile

There are two possible damage conditions that can occur to the missile carrier
aircraft which must be taken into account during combined loads testing. When a
vehicle carries a missile, be it large or small, conditions can exist for combined
loads damage to the aircraft structure. Aerodynamic noise coupled to the natural
vibratory modes of the missile will contribute to the overall aircraft wing damage
process. This type of loading will differ from that which occurs during the actual
firing process in that the firing sequence involves the addition of acoustic energy

14
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to the wing undersurface and the typical mission profile must be followed for proper
simulation purposes. This, of course, is dependent on type of launch condition.

The loads taking place during the mission can be those associated with turbulence,
boundary layer noise, proximity to jet exhaust noise, and induced noise during missile
firing. It will not necessarily be true that the firing noise will occur during each
mission; therefore, this load should appear only as a programmed periodic occurrence.

The simulation can be accomplished in the same manner as the afterburner transient
case utilizing the main siren bank for jet noise 'eproduction using the noise spectrum
associated with aircraft engine settings without afterburner. The aerodynamic noise
associated with turbulence will no doubt be of primary interest and simulation can be
attempted in the same manner as large scale turbulence shown in Figure 19. The missile
firing can best be attempted by a short duration, small area blast of random low fre-
quency noise in that vicinity of the wing affected by the rocket noise. Flexure of
the missile itself can be accompished by attaching shakers to hard structural points
in the wing or missile itself to produce bending and torsional modes similar to those
encountered during an actual mission.

Spacecraft - Missile Combinations

Typical mission profiles for spacecraft, aerospace plane, and missile combina-
tions provide the test engineer with problems to which a solution is generally limited
by the state of the art. The contemplated mission which these craft undergo from
launch or take-off to impact or landing make it mandatory that the testing procedure
follow as closely as possible the combined loads sequencing contemplated. In no other
case selected are so many loading combinations likely during the vehicle service his-
tory. The general categories of acoustic, aerodynamic, static,, dynamic and thermal
loads are shown to exist by breaking the mission profile into its loading sequences
as shown in Reference 3. In the temperature realm cryogenic fuels, space temperature
differential, and aerospace heat provide thermal loadings of a complex nature. Dyna-
mic loadings due to combustion instability, shocks, system interaction, aerodynamics
and maneuvers are also present. The static loadings are caused by pressurization,
both internal and external, mass flow, impact and long period maneuver loads. The
acoustic loads are always present due to the engine noise and aerodynamic forcing
modes.

UNUSUAL AERODYNAMIC LOADINGS

Unusual aerodynamic loadings are catalogued in Figures 4 and 5 showing a rank
ordering of a variety of these loadings. The scale of turbulence is estimated also
and shows variations of significance in that response of local structure such as
panels, stringers, longerons and substructure is dependent on the size of the forc-
ing function. Size in the sense of the correlated area is represented by a like
positive or negative pressure. When the scale of turbulence is small, relative to
the model shape of structure, very little response occurs. The turbulent boundary
layer is an example where the scale of turbulence is so small as to prevent response
in the fundamental structural modes, where greatest damage potential can develop.
The unusual aerodynamic loadings range up to sixty times the magnitudes associated
with the turbulent boundary layer. Their damage potential is doubly increased by
the large scale of turbulence characterizing these loadings.
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AF/q APPROXIMATE RELATIVE

SOURCS RMS MAGNITUDE MAGNITUDE
(IN D•CIBELS)

Rocket Noise 160-166 Large
(max recorded 172)

Cavity Resonance to 0.4 to 177 Smallest
Dimension

Oscillating Shock to 0.1 165 Variable

Separated Flow to 0.1 165 Dimensions o,
Flow Separation

Wakes to 0.037 155 Dimensions of
Wake

Base Pressure 0.015 149 Large
Fluctuations

Turbulent 0.006 141 Very Small
Boundary Layer

FrIGURE 4 RELATIVE PRESSURI FLULCUATIONS
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FURTHER DISCUSSION ON ACOUSTIC LOADING

Five parameters are needed to define an acoustic load. These are magnitude,
velocity, and direction of propagation, frequency distribution of the energy, and
correlation in time or space. An acoustic load is a random loading in that aipli-
tudes and phase angles are randomly orccuring events. A model of random acoustic
loaiing of some value may be constructed as follows: Let an acoustic field be gener-
ated downstream of a cylindrical vehicle by a line distribution of noise sources
along the axis of the vehicle. The random pressure pulses are propagated upstream
along this axis. Imagine a plastic film in the form of a cylinder surrounding the
structtire deformed so that the plastic is bulled out by negative pressure proportion-
ate to the pressure, which in turn covers an area having the pressure. Positive pres-
sures deform the film inward so that the film is alternately covered by waves inward
or outward, of different depth and different area. Imagine these pressures as held
constant with time, "frozen turbulence," and allow the film to be drown over the struc-
ture at the speed of sound, say 1000 feet/sec. in the forward direction along the axis
of the veticle, deformina the structure as it moves.

The model is incomplete in that the turbulence does not stay frozen but changes
with time. On the other hand the field is stationary in the statistical sense in
that parameters describing its level and statistical characteristics such as corre-
lation in time and space, instantaneous distribution of pressure at the pressure
peaks, are all constant in time.

IMPORTANCE OF COMBINED LOADS

The structural cases presented previously were considered by the contractor.
In addition, a number of secondary engineering study cases are also presented. The
serious nature of the vehicle failures and the costs in time and money were deter-
mined. The tentative conclusion was reached that combined load studies are of the
utmost importance where any of the loadings listed in Table I occur simultaneously.
The most ccwson example of combined load failures has been the engine inlet air duct
with extensive damage on a great number of jet aircraft. Another convincing example
may follow from acoustic fatigue cases in general,where stresses measured near the
failure points occur in the band 1000 to 2000 psi stress, whereas the endurance
limit is listed as 4000 psi (rms). This possibly is indicative of the presence of
other significant load components. Partial substantiation for this conclusion de-
pends on the fatigue studies carried out in this document.

FATIGUE

Experimental 4 and theoretical 5 studies completed recently show the occurence
of fatigue damage due to random loading which is an order of magnitude greater than
that used in existing analytical pray' tce in structural and fatigue analysis.

The purpose of the fatigue studies hAs been to show possible explanations for
widespread occurrence of unsatisfactory performance of vehicle structure due to the
fatigue aspects of the problem- Randrom darmme, high probability of failure in the
early life, and loss in SLren1 th provide these explanations.
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The study presented by Dr. Valluri, (RTD-TDR-63-4021, Supplement 1), is based

on defining the rate of crack growth and the use of the Griffith-Irwin instability

boundary. The important outcome of the Valluri engineering theory is the lose in

residual strength accompanying the cyclic stressing. This finding is directly op-

• posed to the commonly held view that a part undergoes no loss in strength up to
final failure. Typical loss in residual strength curves are presented in Figure 6.

Both the Freudenthal and Valluri results are somewhat at odds with experience on

real structures, until the important differences in conditions are better understood.
Some of the differences are dispelled by work presented in this study. The experi-
mental and theoretical results apply to unnotched specimens, whereas reasonably high

stress concentrations always accompany real structure. An important secondary differ-
ence in material performance appears in the experimental results where steel showed

a minimum cumulative damage fraction of 0.1, while aluminum showed approximately 0.2.
This variation should be expected to be much greater when space age materials and
different fabrication techniques are considered. An important conclusion then is
that materials show considerable difference in their ability to withstand random
loading and in other aspects of their fatigue performance.

The Importance of Combined Loads to the Cumulative Damaqe Process

The development of valid testing procedures for structural qualification of aero-
space vehicles is contingent upon development of a synthetic environment which con-
tains all elements significant to the cumulative damage proceas. This could ideally
be accomplished by subjecting the test vehicle to a test environment identical to
the anticipated service environment. There are, however, limitations to this ap-
proach in terms of analytic technique and physical facilities.

A study of probable vehicle environment utilizing the present state of the art
techniques will lead to a reasonable definition of the gross environment components.
These gross environment components can then be sequenced on a mission basis. However,
arbitrary sequencing of individual loads such as gust and maneuver loada within the
gross environment will be necessary. The sequencing of superimposed vibratory re-
sponse, corrosion and temperature, when included, will also be arbitrary.

It is well known that the sequencing of environment components can have consider-
able effect upon the cumulative damage process. As an example, recent studies made
by Schilve 6 indicate that such simple features of combined loads as the interchange
of the negattve and positive halves of one high load cycle could alter the fatigue
life by a factor of 7.

It is evident that even a faithful reproduction of an arbitrarily selected com-
plete service enviror, ment for the qualification test of a vehicle will not necessarily
result in a positivz determination of vehicle reliability for other equally probable
environmental histories, This, however, is a difficulty whose solution is beyond the
present state of the art. Considerable work needs to be done in determining the
effect of environment sequencing on the cumulative damage process. Only after the
effect of environment sequencing on cumulative damage is determined will it be pos-
sible to knowledgeably extrapolate the performance of the test vehicle to determine
the probable range of performance of an identical vehicle subject to expected vari-
ances in environment. The problem stated is of course further complicated by the
statistical nature of the strength properties of the vehicles.

The development of a test environment is, however, not reducible, in a practical
sense, to inclusion of all environment parameters in their true form. The omission
or modification of environmental parameters is often necessary to accommodate limita-
tions on testing facilities, limitations in definition of environment, or limitations
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in time. When omissions or modificat ions of environment components are made, their
effect on the cumulative damage process should be understood. It is only through
this understanding that the performance of the test vehicle be justifiably extrapo-
lated to vehicles ,f the same type under service envirorments The present level of
understanding of the cumulative damage process does not permit omission or modifica-
tion of any of the parameters of environment which contribute significantly to the
cumulative damage process. There are, however, reasonable justifications for omis-
sion or modification of some environmental parametrs which, in a particular case,
mey be qualitatively evaluated as making only minor contributions to the cumulative
damis. process. There is no justification, however, in generalizing regarding the
omission of paraseters as each environment, vehicle response history is unique. It
is probable that most serious errors in testing technique result from failure to
reassess applicable parameters as the a€vironment-vehicle relationship alters.

Tha first step in establishing test procedure for a particular environment-
vehicle condition is that of reviewing the parameters which are known to be generally
contributory to the cumulative d&a•ge process to determine what omissions or bdifi-
cations, if any, are justifiable for the particular case in question.

The various components of vehicle environment can be loosely classified as loads.
This definition of loads includes enviremental factors such as temperature, corro-
sive environment and high frequency vibrations as well as the quasi-static loads
generally considered. Each has its own particular significance to the vehicle re-
sponse and the cumulative damage process. The complete exploration of the signifi-
cance of particular load types or combinations of load types does not need to be
developed here. A qualitative appraisal and the establishment of fundrmental ground
rules is, however, a necessary step prior to the development of vehicle qualification
tests utilizing the combined loading concepts.

The magnitude of a load can be a misleading standard to use in the evaluation
of its contribution to the cumulative damage process. The stress inducing potential
of a load is a function of a load sagnitude and the geometry of the structure. Geo-
metric considerations are particularly importaiIL whnen appraising the importance of
the stress inducing potential of vibratory acoustic loads which cause bending and
membrane stresses in sheet or shall strictures. Localized stress concentrations above
the nominal endurance limit of the material Are frequent'y p"ssible.

The nunber of cycles of load, ot the number of times it will be applied during
the expected vehicle life are as sigr ficant as the magnitude of the load to the cumu-
lative dameje process. Here again the importance of acoustically induced vibrations
can be particularly significant. The current practice of appraising acoustic loads in
terms of INS stress levels needs some qualification as it fails to identify what could
b-, a significant nunber of peaks well above the endurance limit of the material.

An squally important factor to consider when evaluating the effect of a load is
its relationships to loads from other sources. The possibility of superposition should
be given serious consideration am eArtTOMA h.ich, whcn con.uiderde independently, might
appear to be below the endurance limit, might after uiperposition upon a base quasi-
static load, become an alternating tensile or compressive stre-1 well beyond the endur-
ance limit.

'he loadinj rate and the length of time the load re,-ains on the structure must
also be considered. It is not particularly significant in the low stress range, but
can be of considerable significance when the nduced stress is high. The accumulation
ol plastic strain during a load cycle is dependent upon the duration of the load. The
1ccumulatlon of plastic strain is not only of fundamental significance to the cumu-
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lati e d mage process, but is also important to the stress distribution during

subsequetrc loadings.

The temperature history during the application of loads must also be given con-

sideration if extremes ol high or low temperatures are part of the vehicle environment.

Extremes in temperature greatly influence the accumulation of plastic strain during

the vehicle life and thus have a direct influence upon the cumulative damage process.

Extreams in temperature also result in modification of the residual strength of dam-

aged materials by altering the stress le-e( at which rapid or catastrophic cracking

will occur. The possibility of changes .n material properties and strength result-

in- from long periods of exposure to temperature extremes must also be given con-

sideration.

Corrosion coupled with the fatigue process can greatly accelerate the cumul4-

tive damage process and should be included as a load component particularly if the
surface environment during the vehicle service ixfe is expected to "e particularly

severe. In this latter case, any attempt to accelerate the servic, life by omitting
periods ' non-operation in a corrosive environment might lead to considerable error
in life predicticn. At the other extreme, in the absence of surface invironment
(vacuum) there ar.- indications that cumulative damage near the surface will be con-
siderably lessened as a result of rehonding of particles along the slip planes, a
process normally inhibited by the presence of surface environment and temperature
consideration.

In sumary it can be stated that all the components of vehicle environment
(loads) can be significant to the cumulative damage process. It is not possible to
generalize regarding the justificazions for eliminating or modifying vehicle en-
vironment when tests for vehicle reliability are being developed. Fortunately the
current state of the art will permit at 1east a qualitative appraisal of the signi-

ficance of components of environment. A thorough study of each environment-vehicle
relationship is desirable prior to any modifications. Failure to make this appraisal
can severly limit the validity of vehicle qualification based upon the test results
in modified environment.

When appraising the value of vehicle reliability tests, it must be remembered
that positive determination of vehicle or component life cannot be expected. What

can be expected, however, is a positive identification of fatigue sensitive areas or
parts. It is believed that this fatigue sensitivity can be adequately determined
when testing procedures .re based on an understanding of the importance of combined

loads.

Explanation of the Cumulative Damage Fraction Diaxram

Figure 7 contains a curve of peculiar shape, an evaluation of which gives much
better definition of the usability of the S-N curve. Bearing in mind the manner in
which the S-N curve is developed; a constant set of loads of sa-se maximia ayid minimui
stress values is endlessly repeated to failure. This lerds to the conclusion that

any load history made up of loads within i few percent of any given reference point
on the stress axis should conform to a cumulative damage fraction of 1.0 That is,
applying one-third of the loads at 31 ksi required for failure at that str, is, ore-

half of the required loads at 32 ksi, And one-third at 33 ksi would be expe ted tu
cause failure because the load history used is very like the loads used to , enerate
points on the S-N curve. It would be reesonable to conclude that any load •s•tory
or damage density curve which is compactly dtstributed along the stress axis 4ou.!

be described by a cumulative damage fraction of lo.
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17he experimental data approaches cumu~lative damage fractions of 1.0 at very low
cycle fatigue and then turns up and heads for higher cumulative damage fractions at
unusually high numbers of "ycles. A reasonable explanation is that the damage density
is compactly distributed atong the stress axis (0 frage density is the curve obtained
by dividing the number of applied loads at any 5'resv by the number required to cause
failure).

Minimusm cumulative damage traction was obtained when the load history covered
an extensive range of stress with randomly applied loads, leading to extensive cover-
age or fullness in the damage density curve.

The more critical effects of random damage may be defined as follows:

* Cumulative damage is an order of magnitude less than 1.0.

* The random endurance limit is less than the normal endurance limit.

* The strength remaining continuously decreases during damage accumulation.

Substantiation of the Griffith-Irwin Theory

Appendix A contains further substantiation of the Griffith-Irwin instability
theory for recent measured data on the strength of partially cracked panels 7 . Pre-
sentation of the data is of considerable value to an understanding of the Valluri
supplement (RTD-TDR-63-4021). The data is given as ret stress versus crack length.
A particular crack may begin at any given stress level and follow any given path,
up, down, or sidewise on the plot. In all probability the bulk of all fatigue fail-

ures, especially small parts and test specimens, are concerned with loci which bound
quickly upward and the parL undergoes yielding and rupture without ever reaching the
instability boundary. The diagram serves to divide, with great clarity, the two
cases. Crack growth continued at low stress levels will eventually reach the insta-
bility boundary.

High Probability of Failure in the Early Life

Stacting with assumed static and dynamic stress histories, and the ability to
specify the probability of occurrence at each different stress level, a calculation
of the probability of f,•ilure is poisible using Vallurils loss in residual strength
concept. A remarkable gradilont in the early life is obtained which is quite differ-
ent from the commonly held % -w of the integrity of a part undergoing fatigue loading.
Normally one might expect the probability of failure to hold constant at a very low
value and then rise nerar the er1o of the life producing a curve convex downward. The
opposite appears to be the actual case. Although the stress history chosen was con-
sidered normal, it must have been descriptive of a p,-orlv designed or highly stressed
part. The probabilit-v of failure rises in the early ltie. A single component stress
history was used with a stress distribution defined by it_,t loads.

A dynamic component was added simultaneously with the iesult shown in Figures 8
and q. A further inclrease of one order in the probability f failure was obtained
at 4 ksi dynamic load and correspondingly higher orders at 8 ksi. Dividing the load
components into parts, static and dynamic, implies a high and low frequency com-
ponent. This a 'tion assists in obtaining the joint probability of occurrence
of a high dynamic and high static load which is necessary to obtain the damaging
high stress. A Rayleigh peak distrihution was used for the dynamic component.
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OTHER STRUJCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

The large missile and booster systems undergo longitudinal acceleration which
varies from quite low values at launch to high values approaching 8 "g" near burnout
for each stage. The compressive loads occurring in structure has resulted in reported
cases of loss in frequency at the natural bending modes of the vehicle. These changes
in frequency can be damaging since the guidance control systems are tailored to pro-

vide either frequency separation or frequency mismatch between the guidance control

and that of the structure. The loss in frequency is due to a loss in stiffness re-
sulting from a close approach to buckling. Loss in panel stiffness due to compres-
sive loads has been studied extensively and represents a classical problem. Lateral
stiffness of the panel drops to zero. A test method to define closeness to bucklin~g,
and buckling point is to measure the fundamental mode of the panel and determine it&

approach to zero.

Longitudinal stiffness of the panels is the governing parameter in this case,
however, and it will not follow the same pattern or depend on similar parameters.
For example, with no panel eccentricity, the longitudinal stiffness does not change
up to the buckling point. Eccentricity therefore appears as the governing parameter.
Structures of high eccentricity such as single thickness panels with joints intro-
ducing eccentric loads or moments, or those with poor manufacturing quality would
contribute to loss of longitudinal stiffness. Pressurization also contributes while
curvature would lessen the effective eccentricity. Sandwich panels or other designs
in which the radius of gyration of the panels were large would minimize the effect.
A qualitative plot is shown in Figure 10.

LIQUID WADING

Early Saturn data showed the vibration attenuation resulting from liquid loading
in the booster was only 2:1. Since approximately ninety percent of the vehicle weight
is liquid fuel it might be expected that liquid loading would have the ability to at-
tenuate the vibratory motion by a much higher percentage. Appendix B is an analysis
of a flat panel with liquid lying along one side of an infinite baffle. The analysis
shows that the odd numbered modes 1, 3, 5, etc. which include the fundamental modes,
are greatly attenuated, while the even numbered modes are affected to only a slight
degree. The odd numbered modes attempt to move fluid perpendicular to the face of the
panel while the even numbered modes only need displace fluid parallel to the face of
the panel. Since the even numbered modes are affected to only a slight degree, this
accounts for the large fraction of the remaining vibratory motion. Wl~ile the remain-
ing motion with liquid loading is a high percentage of the motion without liquid,
the damage fraction may be significantly different from the motion fraction. Using
an accelerometer to measure "g" (rims) the transducer is a device more sensitive to
motion in the high frequency modes. Damage is measured by displacement which is
proportional to stress in any given mode and the criterion to compare different modes
in terms of their stress production, while not directly measured by displacement, is
damaged by this effect. Thus cancellation of motion in the fundamental mode with
liquid loading may prevent a very large fraction of the total damage done without
liquid, leading to less damage by a ratio such as 4:1 for example.

NATURAL LOADI NG

Certain combinations of structural loads are often generated which are natural
combinations. The combinations listed below illustrate this point.

0 Panel flutter, compressive panel loads, acoustic ot aerodynamic panel loads.
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"* Mechanically transmitted thrust oscillation, and the near field acoustic loads
for rocket engines. For jet engines; mechanically transmitted thrust oscilla-
tion, afterburner transients at lightup, engine vibration.

"* Separation, static pressure loads, sudden flow reattachment.

"* High Mach number flight yields aerodynamic heating, hot spots due to
local turbulence (can increase heat transfer by factor of 128).

"* Space temperature, cryogenic temperature, engine heat, wakes, separation
or base pressure fluctuation. Space temperature fluctuations may occur
in a brief period following the occurrence of the high Mach number loads.

"* Gross vehicle motion at runup, afterburner excitation via thrust fluctua-
tion of the fundamental modes of the vehicle, acoustic loads, heat from
engine wake, cavity resonance in open-wheel wells or.other cavities, ground
reflection.

"* Runway roughness, acoustic loads (maximum acoustic loads from jet
exhaust occur at take-off), ground reflection, cavity resonance between
wing, ground, and separate engine pylons.

"* Silo launch or launch under conditions which redirect the engine exhaust
close to vehicle.

" Missile nose flexure leading to divergence instability, compressive load
from gross vehicle acceleration, oscillating shock, front end turbulence
from compromised aerodynamics, hammerhead configuration leading to struc-
tural instability of the nose of the vehicle from phase lag in aerodynamic
loads.

The list is endless and all components need not necessarily be present simul-
taneously. One of the conclusions to the structural portion of the study is that
a large number of load components using a high percentage of the available strength
combined with a second group of instability parameters each using a high percentage
of whatever parameter defines the stability boundaries, are not likely to indicate
long life or high structural reliability.

COMBINED FAILURE MODES

In the same way that a number of loads may coalesce to cause failure in one mode,
a single load may act on a number of failure modes to generate failures; no one mode
generating sufficient damage to cause failure by itself. More generally a number of
loads will act on a number of failure modes. See Figure 11.

I(Damage Mi) I [AijJI (L~oad Jj (N

Total damage is the summation of damage in each failure mode. The Auj express the
damage in the (ith) failure mode due to the (jth) load component. If interaction
between the loads or damage mechanisms exist the problem is probably intractable.
Even in its linear form very little work is available.
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DYNAMICALLY SIMILAR STRUCTURAL MODEL

A design tool has been under development for many years which should plug a

gap for many systems. This is the dynamically similar structural model whose high

frequency capabilities are presen•lv being sbstantiated in two Northrop-RTD con-

tracts, one of which is complete.10 The program will compare model response to rocket

engine excitation and full scale vehicle response. Complex structure was simulated

item-by-item. The scaling laws show no limitation for load, structural characteristics,

structural response, and damage, and in addition, thermal, fatigue, engine excitation,

and high frequency responses are accurately handled. The advantage of the structural

model is its ability to move structural dynamic studies back into the design period

and to integrate the whole phenomena of loads, structural characteristics in detail,

and damage into a final answer of unusual accuracy. Its considerption for combined

load problems is merited.

COMPOUND PROBABILITIES

The form of a particular quantity of interest (such as stress) may be found to

be the sum or the product of two or more independently distributed random variables.
The probability density functions (or distribution functions) of such combinations

are not in general easy to obtain. For the case of two or more normal (Gaussian)

random variables, it is well known that the distribution of a sum is normal and is
characterized by a mean which is the sum of the means of the component normal vari-

ables and by a variance which is the sum of the component variances. The analogue

is true for log-normal random variables. .Another well known result is that for the

case of a sum of squares of standardized (zero mean, unit variance) normal variables;

namely, the Chi-square distribution. The well known Student's -t and Fisher's -F
distributions are also compound functions.

Mixtures of random variables with different distributions may present analytical
and computational problems of great complexity. For example, the density function
for the sum of a Rayleigh random variable, A, and a normal ransom variable, .B, is
given in Reference 11 by the function

0a°_ _ i* IQ
oA+8 (Q) "2( Oo3 + O+rf (2)

2,(0a2 + 2)/2 L " b"2 + O

O'bexp

47 .( v.2,+ ab2)

Additional interesting examples of compound probabilities are available in thia
reference.
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An illustration and discussion of the complexity involved in the analytical
development of compound probability functions may be found in Appendix C where the
case of the sum of two Rayleigh variables is considered. The density function deve-
loped there 13 typical of many compound probability problems in that it cannot be
determined in a mathematically closed form.

IV GENERAL TESTING METHODS

Limitations in the present state of the art make it necessary to spell out certain
cases which are available now or looy as particular problem areas which fall into cate-
gories that are desirable to test in a combined load@ atmosphere at the RTD soni:
test facility.

The suggestions that are put forth for testing methods in the following combined
loads cases are ideas and techniques advanced as practical solutions to some difficult
combined loading situations. Each case must be studied, analyzed, and experimented
individually before testing is attempted. It should be pointed out at this time that
although some of the cases selected for drawing presentation are suited to specific
aircraft; they can be applicable to any type of aircraft or aerospace vehicle.

The following cases were chosen as the most representative and challenging of
the numerous failure problems uncovered during the course of an extensive industry
and government agency survey. Seven cases have been selected for presentation;
engine air intake duct, afterburner transient and mechanically transmitted thrust
oscillation, primary structural qualification, missile static firing, large scale
turbulence, systems vibration and component test. Each case is taken to show its
particular application to the combined loads picture. Background, problem defini-
tion, and suggestion for simulation are presented for the seven cases, and references
to specific cases are made where applicable. Stress conditions and types of failures
are also given for these case histories. A drawing is presented for each case as a
pictorial presentation for case simulation in the RTD sonic facility.

ENGINE AIR INLET DUCT

Background

On the original configuration of the Northrop T-38 supersonic jet trainer inlet
duct panel, failures occurred approximately two to three feet aft of the intake plane
,inside the duct proper. The most severe operational condition found to be contribut-
ing to these fatigue failures was that of engine ground operations. A series of tests
were run on the duct to deternmine the optimum design changes necessary to prevent a
reoccurrence of this failure. The new design configuration of honeycomb panels was
selected as a final corrective remedy.
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Problem Definition

It had been determined from previous tests that the acoustic environment reached
an overall level of approximately 170 db at the location df the detected panel fail-
ures. The high intensity compressor whine propagated upstream in combination with
intake turbulence caused by separated flow around the mouth of the duct caused panel
failures a few diameters within the duct.

The static differential pressure existing within the duct varies from 0 to 3.3
psi collapsing and 5.0 psi bursting. This pressure is dependent on engine setting
and duct configuration. The compressor whine is also dependent on engine type and
setting and will contain one fundamental frequency and several less pronounced modes.
Another type of reaction load occurring within the duct, although it is usually not
considered a problem, is .that of transmitted engine vibration into the duct panels.
However, during actual engine operation this can approach five mils and must be con-
sidered as contribvting to the overall combined loads problem.

Similation

In any case of a failure occurring due to load interaction an accurate simulation
of actual conditions should be observed. The unique application of this case as shown
in Figure 12 is that of actual engine simulation without the need for engine operation.
The operational conditions of the various components, i.e., mass flow, compressor
whine frequency spectrum, and vibrational limits can be obtained from the engine manu-
facturer and may be applied to any aircraft duct configuration once these operational
conditions are determined.

Case History

Description

The structure being tested consists of the intake air duct for a turbojet engine
and the adjacent structure of the aircraft.

The test simulates loads applied to the air intake duct by the jet engine. The
first of these loads is air turbulence in the duct within a few duct diameters of
the intake which is most serious during grotind runup*. Another load is caused by
vibration of the engine due primarily to the slight out-of-balance of the compressor
and turbine rotating parts. This vibration is transmitted to the structure through
the engine mounts. The third load is an acoustic load which in the duct consists
mainly of compressor whine which propagates upstream against the air flow.

Structural failures of the intake duct due to the combination of loads described
consist of fatigue cracking of the duct and supporting members near the intake end
of the duct.

Nearly every jet aircraft has been plagued with fatigue failures of the intake
duct requiring subsequent strengthening. It is desirable to structurally test the
duct as early as possible in the development of a new aircraft. Normally, at the time
the duct structure is ready for testing, the engine is either not yet available or
at best, is available in limited quantities so that use of one or more engines for
testing of the duct limits the engines available for other use and thereby delays the
ultimate production scheduled for the aircraft. For these reasons it is considered
desirable to similate engine effects by test fixtures to permit early testing of the
intake duct and associated structure.
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Discussion

The test .letxp is shown in Figure 12, which uses the T38 aircraft as an example.

The air turbulence in the duct is created by attaching to the aft end of
the duct, at the engine mating pline, a suction chamber from which air is evacuated
by a suction source to provide an air flow in the duct corresponding to the air flow
resulting from compressor suction during ground runup. Due to the sharply curved entry
path of air into the duct when the duct is not moving through the air, turbulence is
created which is most severe at approximately two to three duct diameters behind the
intake. By providing the correct quantity of air flow by use of the suction chamber,
nearly exact turbulence conditions will be simulated by. the test setup. To prevent
undesirable noise from propagating up the duct, the suction chamber has an inside sur-
face which will absorb most of the sound in the chamber. A typical lining of the
chamber and exhaust duct is shown in detail A (Figure 12(4)). Fiberglass or polyure-
thane can be used as an absorptive material. The chambe:r walls can be rolled aluminum
plate or a suitable ducting metal. Rubber isolators and seals should be utilized
where required.

Engine noise (compressor whine) is simulated in the test setup by a siren. A
series of sirens can be installed if necessary to obtain the desirable engine com-
pressor noise spectrum. The sound from the siren is collected by a transition sec-
tion and ducted to the aft end of the vehicle duct where it is propagated upstream as
if the actual engine was installed and running. The pressure wave enters the chamber
as nearly parallel to the vehicle centerline as possible. One or more sirens can be
installed in this manner depending on the test conditions.

Engine vibration is simulated by eccentric weights mounted on a rotating
shaft. The mass and eccentricity of the weights are properly sized to provide the
maximum vibration permitted by engine specifications. Since px'e-test calibration of
the vibration input will be required, the weights are used in pairs so that the loca-
tion of the center of mass of the two weights can be varied by their relative angular
position on the shaft. To simulate the correct dynamic properties of the engine,
the longitudinal location of the weights and the bearings, as well as the size and
stiffness of the shaft must correspond to the configuration of the actual ergine.

The vibration forces caused by the rotating eccentric weights ere tra.2t-itted
through the shaft bearings and bearing supports to the structural members of the
suction chamber and thence to the engine mounts from which the chamber is rigidly
supported. To preserve the dynamic properties of the shaft, a flexible connection
is provided at the point in the shaft where the actual engine shaft ends. Vibration
of the suction chamber is similarly isolated from the exhaust duct by a flexible con-
nection.

Two methods are available for driving the shaft. Detail B (Figure 12( 5)) shows
a propeller turbine which is spun by the air flow through the exhaust duct. Since
there is no load on the shaft other than bearing friction, the rotational speed of
the shaft is controlled by a band and drum type brnke. It is necessary that shaft
speed and air flow be in the correct proportions corresponding to variable engine
power settings. Therefore, the braking force is set by a controller which measures
air flow by mans of a pitot tube and shaft rotation by means of a tachometer.
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Detail C (Figure 12(6)) shows an alternate method of driving the shaft using a
direct current variable speed electric motor. Again to provide the correct relation-
ship between air flow and shaft speed, the motor speed is regulated by a controller
which measures aIr flow by means of a pitot tube.

It is to be noted that the eccentric weights are located longitudinally on the
shaft at the locations of the compressor and the turbine of the actual engine. By
calibrating the weights, quite acccrate simulation of vibration from these two sources
can be achieved.

Another source of vibration from a jet engine may be the gear box, not located
concentrically with the compressor and turbine shaft. This source has not been
simulated since its effect is comparatively small on the forward portion of the duct
where failures are encountered.

Other loads on the AIrcraft during ground runup such as the weight of the engine,
rocking on the gear, thrust oscillation, or the environmental conditions of the in-
coming air mix are not considered signif!Lant to the fatigue failure of the duct and
have not been simulated. These additional loads can be added simultaneously, however,
using met.ods shown in other cases of this study.

The following technical date are included to illustrate the design conditions

for the test fixtures:

Northrop Norair T-38 Engine (J-85)

"* approximate weight 470 lbs.

"• maximum allowable vibration (engine case displacement)

"* at forward end of compressor 0.006 inches

" at aft end of 5ompressor 0.005 inches

"* at turbine housing 0.005 inches

"* air flow at 100 percent power 34,500 cfm (STP) duct diameter (at engine)
15.5 inches

"* engine compressor noise spectrum given by manufacturer.

As noted in the following cases, all critical eqjipment and accessories should
be protected from the sonic environment during calibration and test runs. The
specimen shall be attached to the appropriate jig fixtures and reacted into the
floor beams. The specimen or vehicle should be as complete as practicable in
order to simulate the rigidity, the structural members, and the installation of
various components and equipment. Pretest calibrations and checkouts will deter-
mine the amount of air to be displaced and the sound level at various areas along
the vehicle.

AFTERBURNER TRANSIENTS AND MECHANICALLY TRANSMITTED THRUST OSCILLATIONS

Background

As part of the Air Force Structural Integrity Program, Convair, Fort Worth,
Texas, was requested to perform an acoustic fatigue test during ground runup on the
B-58 aircraft during afterburner operation. 1 3 The test was planned to show, on an
accelerated basis, if any design details or structural areas possessed inadequate
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service life due to sonic fatigue. During the progression of this test program a
total of 579 failures were encountered, a susll percentage of which would have caused
mission abort.

Proble, Definition

It was determined during the course of this investigation that many of the in-
wing structural failures were caused by a dynamic low frequency (less than 20 cps)
cyclic shear in combination with a high frequency (greater than 100 cps) acoustic
field occurring during afterburner operation. During a subsequent investigation of
this phenomena14 the low frequency shear was attributed to mechanically transmitted
thrust oscillation or unsteady burning which contributed significantly to reenforce-
ment of natural wing vibration modes. Mean stresses at some points reached values
of 10,800 psi in wing spars due to mechanically transmitted thrust oscillations.
Another phenomena occurring during tht .Jterburner lightup period is that of after-
burner transients. This is the transient vibratory motion caused by uneven engine
operation during the transition period which occurs when engine power is advanced
from military to maximum afterburner. Although occurring for only a very short time
during the actual afterburner lightup period, it is believed that these transients
are a contributing cause to many structural failures. It has been shown that the
magnitude of the mean stresnes caused by this increase in thrust are approximately
twice the steady state afterburner stress levels. This would induce particular wing
"an stresses on the order of 21,600 psi during the brief transition period prior
to afterburner stabilization. This phenomenon will be described in further detail
in the simulation method that follows.

Simulation

Figure 13 and its discussion presents a means of applying the loads which occur
during the afterburner transient condition. Means of simulating the occurrences
during the transition period have been incorporated into the case discussion, i.e.,
afterburner transients, acoustic energy and thrust increase and can be accomplished
as follows.

Case History

Description

This zase considers the principle causes of fatigue damage to the wing of a jet
bomber, wiith the B-58 aircraft used as an example. The loadings involved are thrust
variation caused by afterburner transient, mechanically transmitted thrust oscillation,
engine vibration and acoustic energy from the engine exhaust. Thrust variation and
thrust oscillation are simulated by a hydraulic cylinder applying forces to the engine
mounts through a thrust harness. Rotational engine vibration is simulated by eccentric
weights rotating at the location of the engines. Acoustic energy is supplied by the
main low frequency siren bank of the RTD facility and portable auxiliary sirens, with
the correct distribution pattern of sound pressure level obtained by using attenuating
baffles or curtains. The overall test arrangement is shown in Figure 13.

Discussion

As shown graphically in Figure 14A afterburner transient loading consists of a
pulse load of one or more peaks applied longitudinally to the engine mounts over a
period of milliseconds. This pulse load is superimposed on the steady engine thrust,
and is a phenomenon of afterburner ignition.
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Transient force situations involving a number of peaks is possible and should
be investigated for the particular afterburner for which loading is to be siculated
by test. The dynamic response associated with multiple peaks is almost proportional
to the number of peaks involved, counting both the maximu. and minimum peaks repre-
senting half cycles of the forcing function. There are also malfunctions which may
occur at afterburner shutoff that lead to very high oscillatory forces, but since
these do not represent the usual situation, these forces are not discussed further.

Mechanically transmitted thrust oscillation is produced by rough burning of the
jet engine, in this case especially with the afterburner in operation as shown in
Figure 14A. A condition of oscillating thrust is produced and mechanically trans-
mitted by the engine mounting structure. The thrust oscillation produced by rough
burning is a random frequency forcing function applied in the direction of the engine
thrust. As this forcing function is transmitted through the engine and its mounting
structure, the frequency spectrum is modified by the response of the mounting structure.

The resulting forcing function acting on the main wing structure produces a
tendency toward rotation, causing torsion in the wing, and through coupling, vertical
bending causing flexural stresses in th-e wing. Since the forcing function on the
main wing structure is random in frequency, the wing tends to respond at its natural
frequencies in torsion and flexure. This response results in low frequency cyclic
shear stresses that contribute to wing spar fatigue failures.

Vibration loads transverse to the lntgitudinal &ire c!" !t-z cr.gine ate cdused by
minor out of balance of the rotating parts oi the engine.

Engi;.t noise causes an acoustic environment on the lower surface of the wing.
Because oa the location of the engines, a predictable pattern of distribution of
rpound pressure occurs over the wine surface. The sound pressure level distribution
over the wing of the B-58 aircraft is shown in Figure 15 and its spectrum in Figure
14B.

The test arrangement is shown in Figure 13 (1) and (2), which shows one wing of
a B-58 aircraft. The equipment utilized is discussed in terms of the loading being
simulated.

Steady engine thrust and the rapid variation in thrust resulting from the after-
burner transient phenomena is provided b- a hydraulic actuator and associated equip-
ment and is transmitted to the engine mounts by a thrust harness as shown in Figure
13 (6) and (7). It is to be noted that in the example illustrated, all thrust is to
be carried by the rear engine mounts. Therefore, as shown in Figure 13 (5) and (6),
the connection between the rigid vibrating frame and the front engine mounts is de-
signed to transmit transverse vibration forces but is flexible in the longitudinal
direction to prevent application of thrust to these engine mounts.

Programing of the thrust loading is shown schematically in Figure 13 (7).
Thrust loading is controlled by a load programmer which reads the load applied from
a calibrated load transducer and controls the flow of hydraulic fluid into the
hydraulic actuator through a pressure control servo valve. The response time of the
hydraulic actuator permits the application of a pulse load over approximately 10 to
20 milliseconds. This time of application is lengthened by the response time of the
thrust harness which carries the load to the engine mounts.
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For situations where the pulse load of afterburner transient must be applied

more rapidly, the latch arrangement of Figure 13 (7) is inserted. By this arrangement,

steady engine thrust is applied by the cylinder, after which the displacement of the

harness is restrained by the latch so that no further load can be applied to the engine

mounts. The pressure on the cylinder is then further increased. When the solenoid-

actuated latch is released by the load prograer, the piston of the actuator is sud-

denly displaced which applies the additional pulse load through the harness to the

engine mounts. The oscillation and decay of the load occurs relatively slowly and
is provided by control of the hydraulic actuator through the load programmer. As
the thrust load begins to stabilize at the value of thrust equal to nominal engine
thrust with afterburner, the mechanically transmitted thrust oscillation loading
begins, as discussed in a following section. The afterburner transient pulse load

can then be repeated by reducing the load below steady engine thrust without after-
burner so that the latch will reengage.

In order that the thrust load be applied equally to both engine mounts, it is
important that the load be applied normal to the plane of the mounts. This is ac-
complished by locating the anchorage of the hydraulic cylinder sufficiently far from
the engine mounts so that a slight eccentricity will cause minimum angular misalign-
ment wit'h the engine centerline. However, the length of the thrust loading harness
should not be made excessive, as this would increa;e its time of response to the
applied thrust loads. The supports must also bc sufficiently rigid so as to permit
minimum displacement due to the tendency of the thrust loads to rotate the wing in
a horizontal plane. Blocking the main rar alsn assists in preventing tVis tendency
to rotate. The whiffletree arrangement used in the thrust harness as shou. in Figure
13(6), further tends to distribute the load equally to both engine mounts.

The mechanically transmitted thrust oscillation loading is simulated using the
same equipment as that used to simulate the afterburner transient loading. The same
hydraulic cylinder, shown in Figure 13(7), is used to provide the forcing function
which simulates thrust oscillation due to rough burning of the engine.

As this cylinder completes the simulation of afterburner transient loading, the
programmer, through control of the servo valve, causes the cylinder to apply a random
frequency oscillation of force to the thrust harness and thence to the engine mounts.
This thrust oscillatiot. varies about the nominal value of thrust with afterburner as
previously shown in Figure 14A. The duration of the thrust oscillation loading be-
fore application of the next cycle of afterburner transient pulse load will be deter-
mined by the mission profile of the vehicle.

Engine vibration is simulated by eccentric weights mounted on a rotating shaft
shown in Figure 13(7). The mass and eccentricity of the weights are properly sized
to provide the maximum vibration allowed by engine specifications. The weights are
used in pairs which permits variation of the eccentricity of the combined center of
mass by the relative rotation of the two weights as indicated in Figure 13(3). Mul-
tiple pairs of weights are located in the longitudinal area of the compressor and
turbine of the engine to provide a rotating couple simulating dynamic unbalance.
The location of the bearings, diameter of the shaft, etc., are made to correspond
to the actual engine to simulate the correct dynamic properties.

The vibration forces caused by the rotating weights are transmitted through the
shaft bearings and bearing supports to a rigid vibrating frame which is attached to
the engine mounts. As shown in Figure 13(7), rotation of the shaft is provided by
a variable speed direct current motor which' must be protected from the acoustic load.
A vibration isolator in the shaft prevents transmission of the vibration to the
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-notor and also preserves the dynamic p'opeeties of the shaft, wl ich in the actual
engine ends at the location of the isolator. 1,. specific cest conditions a gearbox
arrangement may be utilized between the D.C. motor and shaft.

The acoustic load simulating engine noise is supplied by the main low frequency
bank of sirens and auxiliary high frequency sirens as shown in Figure 13(l) and (2).
The specimen is oriented with the area of highest Sound Pressure Level (SPL) toward
the main bank of sirens to take advantage of attenuation with distance from the &our e
to obtain decreasing SPL towarj the fcrward portion of the wing. Since attenuation
with distance will not alone provide the desixed distribution of SPL over the wing
surface, auxiliary sirens are used at the area of highest SPL to reinforce the main
bank. To further control the distribution pattern of noise, attenuating curtains
or baffles are placed vertically from the lower surface of tle wing to the floor.
The location of the curtains approximates the shape of the contours of equal SPL
which are desired, as previously shown in Figure 15. If very light weight curtain
maaterial is found to be adequate, it can be supported by attachment directly to the
lower wing surface with adhesive. However, if the adhesive or the weight of the
curtain appreciably affects the response of the wing panels, then the curtains should
be supported on rods from the floor. The curtain support method must be determined
during calibration and checkout prior to the actual test program.

Since the SPL increases at the time the afterburner ignites, it is necessary to
program the acoustic sources to simulate the increased SPL as the thrust loading
mechanism simulates the thrust effect of afterburner igni'Lion.

A sound-absorptive anechoic wall iv required along the line of the supports under
the centerline of the fuselage section ti shown in Figure 13(4). This wall simulates
the open area under the fuselage in actual engine operation ;n the ground, preventing
sound reflection from the supports or the walls of the chamber beyond the supports.
Additionally, the wall protects the supports from the affects of the acoustic energy.

Attenuation of the SPL toward the forward end of the wing could be accomplished
by raising the forward end of the wing so that the area through which the srund energy
is radiated increases as it progresses forward. However, this method would not pro-
vide the transverse attenuation required, so that curtains and auxiliary sirens would
still be needed, In addition, raising the front of the wing would distort the effect
of reflection from the floor which is present during actual ground runup as reflec-
tion from tLe runway.

It may be noted from Figure 13(1) that the sound energy from the main low fre-
quency bank of sirens reaches the lower wlig surface with essentially grazing in-
cidence, while the sound from the high frcquency auxiliary sirens is applied with n
near-normal angle of 4 cidence Under actual acoustic loading from the engine there
is essentially grazing incidence with a forward direction of propagation on the
leading portion of the wing, so that the acoustic loading in this area is simulated
reasonably well by the test ar-angement. In the central and aft portion of the wing,
the acoustic load due to the engine running varies from normal incidence near the
engine to more nearly gratzing incidence . tward fr o,, the engine, with a direction
of propagation away from the engine exhaust. Although the test arrangement simulates
the coincidence angles and directions of propagation less taithfully in these areas
the effect on panel response and the resulting fatigue failures is not expected to
vary significantly from the actual acoustic loading of the engine exhaust, This is
particularly true since the response ir; the fundAmental mode is most important to
fatigue damage and this in general is relatively independent of angle of incidence.
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The response of the wing structure is significantly affected by the fuel in the
wing tanks. During test, a non-combustible liquid, with approximately the same speci-
fic gravity should be in the tanks and the liquid level may be varied during test to
approximate the actual fuel present during operation of the aircraft. Amsco 140,
dyed red, or an equivalent may be substituted for JP-4 or JP-5 fuel.

Certain additional loads have not been illustrated for this case, but can be
sirmultaneouely applied. These include bending and torsion applied to the main gear
simulating rocking of the aircraft during ground runup which would affect low frequency
flexure and tortion in the wing. Vertical vibration loads on the gear, simulating the
effect of runway roughness during taxi and takeoff, and the environmental effects on
the wing from the engine exhaust such as heat can also be incorporated.

Although the design parameters for the loads must be established for each speci-
fic vehicle to be tested, the following technical data is included to illustrate the
design conditions which were considered in developing the test methods. Much of the
data regarding the B-58 aircraft's engines is contained in classified documents and
is not reproduced here to prevent classification of this study. The information
is available in "Model Specifications, YJ79GE-2 Turbojet Engine" and "YJ79GE-2 Engine
Installatign Manual," both classified Confidential.

* Weight of Test Specimen:

(Total weight of B-58 is approximately 160,000 pounds)

* Thrust of Engines:

Without Afterburner: Approximately 10,000 pounds

With Afterburner: Approximately 15,000 pounds

* Afterburner Transient:

The first pulse is applied over a period of milliseconds with each oscil-
lation of decay occurring over tenths of seconds. The peak of the first pulse may
approach twice the thrust with afterburner.

* Acoustic Loading Spectrum:

The acoustic loading spectrum for the aft end of the lower surface of the
wing is ihown in Figure 14B.

PRIMARY STRUCTURAL QUALIFICATION

Backýround

On any aerospace vehp:le, proof testing of primary structure is a necessity in
the early stage of development to prevent catastrophic failures during its operational
status. Aerospace companies have established elaborate static fatigue test facilities
to provide these qualifications. Of the larger order loads, those encountered during
maneuver, steady air and ground-air-ground cycles are considered to be the most damag-
ing to primary vehicle structure. The damage process occurring during these opera-
tions has caused, in many cases, complete loss of a lifting surface and missile stage
failure with accompanying loss of life and total vehicle destruction.
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Problem Definition

In jet bomber type aircraft a jet noise gradient occuri over t!: wing surface as
shown in Figure 15 for the B-58 aircraft, a typical weapons systems carrier. These
large noise levels encountered during afterburner operation can couple with the funda-
mental vibratory modes of the vehicle itself and produce unwanted resonances that can
be very damagIng to primary structure. This is particularly true in the case of wing
supported or integral mounted engines. A wing is shown in Figure 16 as an example but
the method of static load attachment can be applicable to any part of the aircraft
structure that encounters pressure variation and high acoustic loadings, i.e., vertical
tail, fuselage, or missile skin.

S im lation

Figure 16 and the following present a means of applying acoustic loads to a
statically stressed wing. Means of providing in-flight pressure loads are presented
which when programmed using a typical time-mission profile in conjunction with acoustic,
static flexure, torsion and bending will structurally qualify a vehicle for service.

Case History

Description

The method of applying loads is applicable to any portion of a flight vehicle.
A representative aircraft wing has been selected for illustration.

The following loads are simulated, as a basis for qualifying the primary structure
of the vehicle.

"* Loads causing flexure, torsion and shear in the flight venicle are the result
of maneuver, steady air loads, the ground-air-ground cycle and are applied in
actual flight as pressures over an area of the vehicle which cause deflec-
tions of the primary structural members.

"* Concentrated loads applied at the wheels in all three axes, whi-h are trans-
mitted by the gear to the primary structural members supporting the gear.

"* The acoustic environment over the surface of the vehicle, the primary source

of which is engine noise.

Discussion

The test setup is shown in Figure 16(l), showing a representative aircraft wing.
Test 'loads are applied to the gear by means of a dummy wheel by double-end hydraulic
cylinders in the two horizontal directions and by a single-end cylinder vertically.
The applied test load is sensed by calibrated load transducers which consist of a
half-ring dynamometer in conjunction with a, Schaevitz linear displacement coil. The
closed loop linkage should be fabricated with riluminum flat-bars and short length
cables around the pulleys. The linkage should be as long as practicable to eliminate
component loads during specimen and gear deflections. The cables should be of a mini-
mum length and prestretched prior to installation. A-frames and various floor supports
can be fabricated to support the pulleys and cylinder-transducer combinations. As
required all equipment should be protected by acoustic curtains to prevent failures
in the sonic environment.
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Flexure, torsion and shear stresses are produced in the primary structural
members by the application of the test loads. Test loads are simulated on the wing
specimen by the application of differential pressures on the upper and lower surfaces
of the wing simulating the in-flight pressures seen by these surfaces. Because the
in-flight pressure varies over the surfaces, they are divided into cells on both the
upper and lower surfaces of the wing. The pressure in each cell is made to be an

average of the design load pressures over the surface enclosed by each cell. These
loading conditions can be varied to approximate several design loads. A sample com-
putation of average cell pressures for one pressure load condition is illustrated in
Figure 16(7).

1he dtsign ot the pressure cells is shown in g•.. 6 (3'. 74z.. i6 0LCtU.e
is isolated from the wing by flexible rubber seals cemented to the surface with
#dhesive, with bolts placed in rivet holes to hold down the cell wall to the skin to
resist pressures in the cell. The rubber seal provides a separation between the
different pressures in adjacent cells while still being flexible so as to have mini-
mum effect on the response of the wing to --ibration.

n.4 pressure in a cell is contained by a replaceable diaphragm, which, although
able to hold pressure, can simultaneously transmit acoustic energy. The pressure on
the diaphragm is reacted at the cell walls which form a network of structural members
which in turn react against the outside walls of the pressure cell box. The fuselage
end of the outside walls reacts to the main supports through a pin connection. The
assembly shall be adequate enough to enable the fixture to pivot easily during wing
deflection and twisting. The ourboard end of the fixture w!ll be supported by a
closed loop assembly which will enable the support to move up or drwn depending on
the wing deflection direction. The double-ended cylinder in the closed loop circuit
should be calibrated and programmed with the loading system during pretest setups and
checkouts. Normally a dummy specimen is utilized during load calibrations to determine
the deflections, clearances, safety circuits, and the lengths of the adapter to lým.t
the stroke of the hydraulic actuators. Cable lengths and pulleys shall be held to a
minimum and where possible flat bar linkage should be substituted. The design of the
pressure cells is shown in Figure 16(2), (3) and (4). The details are self-expZanatory
and can vary to suit different specin..n configurations. The test loads are controlled
by the load programmer which shall sense ary deviation in the required pressures and
have a quick dump system if a malfunction should occur. Pressure transducers located
in the critical pressure cells will serve as regulators and should be tied-in elec-
tronically to the programmer. Figure 16(6) shows a schematic of the control system.
Both pressure and vacuum are available in manifolds with connections to a pressure
regulator for each cell. Upon command from the programmer, the pressure regulator4
produce the desired pressure (or vacuum) condition in each cell, which is monitored
by pressure transducers in each cell. As the differential pressures in the cells cause
the wing to deflect, the programmer will also signal the double-end actuator assembly
on the prei-sure cell support to follow the deflection of the wing. Minor relative
movements between the cell box and the wing are p-rnoitted by the flexible rubber seals.

Several factors must be considered in a detail design of this loading system for
a specific test article:

1. The design loading conditions to be simulated must be known, to determine the
rang•' of pressures or vacuum necessary in each call, as illustrated by the
typical load pressure diagrams in Figure 16(7), (8).

2. The layout of the cell walls is made so that the pressures in the cells %ill
best simulate the variety of loading conditions. It is desirable to locate
a cell wall at the point where the load changes from pressure to vacuum,
although this point will vary for each loading conditlo-..
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3. Cell walls should be located over primary structural members wherever pos-
sible to minimize their effect on the response of skin panels to acoustic
vibration.

4. The depth of the cells between the diaphragm and the vehicle skin should be
held to a minimum to reduce the air flow required to obtain the desired
pressure or vacuum.

5. The rdbber seals at cell walls should be sufficiently flexib1 to have a
minimum effect on vibration respon&, have suixiceimt strength to withstand
pressure differentials between cells, and have adequate space for deflection
to allow relative movement bttween the cell wall and the vehicle surface.

6. The overall rigidity of the cell box should be such that its deflection can
be made to closely approximate the deflection of the wing, to minimize the
relative movement between cell walls and vehicle surface.

The acoustic energy is provided by -.acing the test setup in the reverberant
sound chamber of the RTD acoustic test facility. The sound energy striking the dia-
phragm of the pressure cells is transmitted by the diaphragm into th2 cell where it
strikes the surface of the vehicle. To prevent reverberation within the cells, the
cell walls are lined with a non-reflective material such as the open-cell polyure-
thane shown in Figure 16(3).(4). It is expected that under extended acoustic loading,
the diapiragai -*Ill periodically fail, so provision for replacing the material is
made in tie "thod of attachment of the diaphragms to the cell walls.

Choice of a diaphragm material which will be relatively transparent to the
acoustic energy and al the same time have sufficient strength to resist the required
pressures is critical to the method shown. Mylar up to about 0.006 inch thickness
has been found to be nearly transparent to acoustic energy and has adequate strength
for limited pressures over small areas. Over a period of time, stretching of the mylar
under load is to be expected. Greater strength is obtained with a rubber impregnated
nylon fabric, but at the expense of poorer transmission of acoustic energy.

Even with a diaphragm materiAl capable of transmitting all of the acoustic energy,
a reflective surface would exist because of the dAferent densities of the air inside
and outside the pressure cells. For this reason, higher SPL's must be appiied to the
diaphragm than are desired on the surface of the vehicle within the cells. The SPL
of the reverberant sound field should therefore be established to cause the maximum
SPL desired in any cell. The SPL in other cells can then be varied by covering the
diaphragm with varying thicknesses of sound absorptive material to approximate any
desired distribution of SPL over the surface of the vehicle.

For simplicity of illustration, vibration loading has not been shown 4n Figure 16.
However, when this type of loading is considered significant to the primary structural
qualification of a vehicle, vibration can be introduced by mounting the supports on
one, two, or throe axis shakers.

In the case of a wing with pylons for engines or payload which see vibration
loads, the pylons can extend from the pressure cell box and vibration loads can be
applied at these points.
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STATIC FIRING OF MISSILE BOOSTER

Backaround

To provide structural integrity a missile and/or upper stages must be statically
fired and vibration levels measured at various points of the missile or stage, along
with periodic checks for fatigue damage. This involves the costly process of many
static firings to proof test the vehicle in its actual vibration environment. It would
be desirable to test such a vehicle in the RTD sonic facility reproducing the expected
vibration environment of static firing without actual engine operation. The capa-
bility of the facility seems ideally suited to this type of proof testing and could
speed up overall development of any missile.

Problem Definition

Acoustic noise levels at static firing of typical upper stage missiles have been
measured at 148 db overall in the proximity of the electronic guidance compartment
at the forward stage and 155 db overall in the engine area.1 6 Vibration induced by
rocket exhaust noise reaches significant proportions if structural resonances are
excited. Peculiar to all cryogenic missiles is an additional 25 cps resonant vibra-
tion associated with pump action which has been measured at all pcints on the missile
but is particularly strong at the engine mounting stations. Cryogenic fuels also
present a peculiar problem and must be simulated due to their influence on material
fatigue properties. The weight of the fuel itself, and its contribution to reduction
in gross vehicle weight through burning and hence structural response, must also be
taken into consideration for accurate rc;Týroduction of the static firing condition.

Simulation

Simulation of the static firing of a missile and/or upper stages can be accom-
plished in the 1TD sonic facility within the limitations of the large chamber vertical
clearance. The vibrations produced from the pumping action can be reproduced by
hydraulic cylinders placed at the engine mounts with dummy engines in place. The large
siren bank can produce the desired gradient in acoustic levels over the height of the
missile. Reinforcement may be accomplished at the missile base, as required, with the
portable high frequency sirens placed near the engine mounts. This testing arrange-
ment is shown in Figure 17 for a typical missile upper stage.

Case History

Description

The acoustic load is caused by the engine exhaust, consisting of progressive
wave, wide band (up to 8 octaves) random frequency sound. Because of the geometry of
the blast deflector, the acoustic ene:gy reaches the vehicle at an angle from one side,
causing some gradient of SPL over the vehicle with some localized reflection from the
blast deflector as shown in the following sketch:
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MAJOR ACOUSTIC LOAD
LOCALIZED
REFLECTION

BLAST DEFLECTOR

Vibration exists from the operation of Internal equipment such as fuel pumps.

This vibration is random, from nearly zero up to approximately 1000 cps, and is ap-
plied to the engine frame on which the vibrating equipment is mounted. Low frequency
chugging and high frequency screaming due to liquid rocket engine combustion insta-
bility Is also a source of vibration.

Pressurized liquid fuel tanks result in hoop stresses in the tank walls of several
thousand pounds per square inch.

Cryogenic fuelt subject the walls of the fuel tanks to temperatures in the minus

200 to minus 400 degrees Fahrenheit range.

The weight of the fuel in the tanks is normally many times the weight of the empty

structure. The weignt of fuel decreases from its maximum to approximately zero during
burning. The weight of upper stages and/or payloads may be simulated during static
firing to obtain its effect on the response of the vehicle being tested.

No thrust load is applad !o the vehicle proper because the tie downs cancel the

engine thrust during statiic firing. Vibration effects of rough burning may be trans-
mitted through the engine mounts, particularly during developmental firings of some
vehicles.

Discussion

The acoustic load is provided by the main low-frequency siren bank of the RTD
facility, supplemented with high frequency sirens as shown in Figure 17. The acoustic
energy is provided as progressive wave, random frequency which simulates the engine
exhaust during static firing.
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Tle vibration of internal equipment is simulated by shakers acting on the engines

mounting frame as shown in Figure 17(1). The shakers are programmed to provide ran-

dom frequency vibration. The electro-dynamic exciters would be located at strategic

points on the vehicle to induce the vibration spectrum. The exciters would shake in

one axis and then be rotated to produce the required frequencies in another axis.

In the first case the specimen could be tied down with its regular hold down bolts

installed and the cxciters and other test loads imposed on the vehicle. If the fre-

quency spectra required a "floating" specimen two methods of suspension are available.

The specimen can either be suspended from large size damping springs to make the
natural frequency response as low as possible or utilize an air cylinder suspension

system. The air cylinder system would be more feasible and economical. The setup
is fairly simple and does not interfere with the acoustic energy flow pattern.

For certain size configurations, the specimen could be fastened to a large shake
table and several shakers in parallel would supply the frequency input. All other
simultaneous loads could also be applied as required including radiant heat. Nor-

mally one shaker could be utilized at the longitudinal centerline of the specimen as
shown in Figure 17(2). An elastic cord or equivalent can be installed to remove the
shaker table and specimen weight from the shaker armature or piston. A series of
steel flexure plates can be installed to limit the travel of the specimen and also
maintain the transverse motion during vibration. The oscillatory motion (if the test
so requires) can be maintained by a simple motor and cam arm arrangement. The pitch

angle of the specimen can be changed in this manner or can be held at some fixed
angle other than vertical. The specimen fixture and frame work should be as simple
as possible in order not to effect the sonic input.

The pressurization of the liquid fuel tanks is simulated using a pressurized gas
source connected to the booster tank nressurization system. An inert gas, normally
nitrogen, is used.

Several effects on the vehicle are caused by the fuel in the tanks. The primary
effects are temperature, fluid pressure, weight, and the effect on the response of
the tank wall due to the contact with the fuel.

The effect of temperature is significant to the fatigue of the tank structure
for cryogenic fuels such as liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen, whose temperatures
range from minus 200 to minus 400 degrees Fahrenheit. Since the cryogenic fuels and
oxidizers are hazardous materials, it is doubtful if they could be used within the
facility. Inert liquid nitrogen, having a normal boiling point of minus 320 degrees
Fahrenheit could be used to achieve low temperatures without the hazards of fire and
explosion. Considerable difficulty is still present in handling liquid nitrogen,
however, since insulation, pressure and considerable piping would be required.

The fluid pressure of the fuel on the walls of the tanks is a function of the

depth and the density of the fuel. Any substitute liquid used in place of the normal
fuel must have the same density if fluid pressures are to be accurately simulated.

The weight of the fuel in the tanks depends on the total volume and the density
of the fuels. The weight should be reduced during the test simulating the reduction
of fuel in the tanks as it is burned during static firing.

The vibration response of the walls of the tanks is affected by the presence of
thp fuels in contact with the inside surfaces. The effect of the liquid on vibration
response may be a function of its bulk modulus, its viscosity, or a combination of
properties. The use of a substitute liquid in place of the normal fuels must be
analyzed in terms of the effect on response to vibration of the tank walls.
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In view of the many effects of the fuel in the tanks which must be simulated
during test, it is extremely doubtful if accurate simulation of all effects can be
simultaneously provided when substitute liquids must be used to reduce hazards. The
choice of a liquid to be used for any specific simulation must be based on considera-
tion of the factors described, and decisions made as to which of the effects of the fuel
are most important for accurate simulation in any specific test case.

LARGE SCALE TURBULEICE

Background

Attempts to simulate turbulenc-i or any aerodynamic forcing function with acoustic
energy is still in the realm of existing state of the art. However, it is possible
that large scale turbulence can be reproduced with a certain degree of accuracy.

Turbulence has always presented a problem to the design and test engineer in the areas
of metal fatigue at regions of reattachment of aerodynamic flow around obstructions
in the vehicle skin. This phenomena has caused numerous failures in many prototype
vehicles and is difficult to predict on the full scale article. Cases have occurred
where panels have actually been lost in flight due to progressive fatigue caused by
turbulence. This presents itself as a difficult phenomena to simulate, but employ-
ment of an acoustic source should give a means of attempting this simulation for a
velocity of Mach 1.3, which is the acoustic velocity.

Problem Definition

High noise levels are produced by the turbulence in the reattachment area down-
stream from the obstruction. These high acoustic levels induce skin vibration re-
suiting in fatigue failures of the affected panels. Stress levels of up to 28 J/
inches/inch were recorded during dive brake extension aft of the speed brakes on the
T-38, compared to llp/inches/inch before their employment. Typical flight/ground
data for this aircraft is shown in Figure 18. The measured overall noise level was
154 db with speed brakes extended compared to 140 db during normal trimmed approach1 7 .

Simulation created behind a speed brake, protrusion, or any change in struc-
tural curvature of an aerospace vehicle can be simulated as suggested in the following
discussion and shown in Figure 19. Here a funneled progressive wave box is used in
conjunction with a random sound source. The actuation of the speed brake mechanism
can be accomplished without the presence of the brakes. This method can be used on
any surface of the vehicle where a turbulent condition is anticipated.

Case History

Description

This case is concerned with a method of simulating the effects of large scale
turbulence, or pseudo-noise, using acoustic energy. The similarity of the forcing
functions created by turbulence and acoustic energy suggests this simulation for test-
ing purposes. Variables of the turbulence forcing function, which oust be reproduced,
are the direction and velocity of flow of the turbulence, the random frequency spectrum
of the pressure variations over a surface, and the size of the areas affected by the
random turbulent pressures as measured by their correlated areas.

In the method selected for this case, random frequency acoustic energy is supplied
to the specimen as a progressive wave with the width of the correlated areas, estab-
lished by wave guides or sound energy ducts, mounted on the surface to be tested. In
the example used for illustration, the turbulence behind the open speed brakes of an
aircraft is considered.
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It may be desirable to compare the simulation of turbulence described with the
alternative of producing the forcing function naturally by directing the appropriate
air flow over the test specimen.

Discussion

Figure 20 illustrates the interruption of streamline air flow by an extended
surface such as the speed brakes of an aircraft. I ediately aft of the speed brake
is a region of turbulent air which travels with the vehicle. The shear between this
dead air region and the free stream results in the generation of intense turbulent
mixing. The width of this mixing region, and hence the typical size or scale of the
individual eddien, increases approximately with distance aft of the projection.

For a detached or wake turbulent mixing flow, the eddies are convected past the
aircraft surface at a :uean velocity of approximately 0.5 times the free stream
velocity. This convection velocity is less than the velocity for eddies in attached
flow which is approximately 0.8 of the free stream velocity.

In each case, the intensity of the pressure fluctuations seen at any point on
the aircraft surface are approximately equal to the fluctuating dynamic pressures of
the turbulent eddies. Since the fluctuating turbulent velocities are much lower
than the convection velocities, the rate of change of the pressures, when viewed by
an observer moving with the mean velocity of the turbulent flow, is much less than
the rate of change of pressure viewed by an observer fired on the aircraft surface.
Consequently, the pressure fluctuations observed at a point on the surface result
from the variation of pressure with distance as measured in a co-ordinate system
moving at the mean convection velocity. Hence, a typical frequency of the turbulent
flow measured on the surface is given by the convection velocity divided by the
typical scale of turbulence.

Since the eddies being formed are random in size, random sized areas of the air-
craft surface tend to be dimpled in while the areas between the dimples tend to pop
out. As the eddies and dimples they cause move aft, a rippling motion occurs in the
surface. This effect on the surface is shown in Figure 21A.

Another separate deflection pattern may exist simultaneously in the surface due
to the transmission of shock waves through the skin. As the initial upstream turbu-
lence strikes the surface, the shock is propagated through wave action in the material
at the preferred velocity for the material and its configuration. The preferred
velocity differs for each frequency of the forcing function which initiates the shock.

The term "correlated area" is used to describe the area of a dimple in the aur-
face. Since the eddies are nearly spherical, the area of the surface being dimpled
i. essentially circular, that is, the length and width of a dimple are correlated
and are a function of the size of the balls of turbulence.

Test results show that the rms pressures decrease only slightly toward the aft
end (on the order of 3 to 4 db in 10 to 15 feet), which is to be expected from the
slight divergence of the zone of turbulent air.

In using acoustic energy to simulate the turbulent forcing function, three vari-
ables mist be controlled. These are (1) the velocity and direction of propagation,
(2) the frequency spectrum, and (3) the sizes of the correlated areas.
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()INSTANTANEOUS DEFLECTION OF A SURFACE
CAUSED By RANDCm4-sizED, CONVJECTED BALLS
OF TURBULENCE

(b) INSTANTANEOVJS DEFLECTION OF A SURFACE
CAUSED BY RANDOM FREQUJENCY PROGRESSIVE
WAVE ACOUSTIC ENERGY

FIGURE 21 C(O4PARISON OF (a) TURBULENCE AND (b)
ACOUSTIC FORCING FUNCTIONS



The test arrangement is shown in Figure 19(l) in which acoustic energy is re-

leased as a random frequency progressive wave across the section of fuselage aft of

the speed brakes.

The direction of propagation is obtained by releasing the progressive wave in the

aft direction from the location of the speed brakes. The velocity of propagation of

the acoustic energy is the velocity of sound in air. This simulates the velocity of

the turbulent flow over the surface at the speed of sound in air (approximately
Mach 1.3) which is associated with a somewhat higher airspeed of the aircraft,(ap-
proximately Mach 2). To simulate turbulence at other than this one air speed, refine-
ments to the basic test arrangement are required.

Two methods are suggested for increasing the velocity of propagation. As shown
in Figure 22, it may be possible to direct the sound energy at an angle to the sur-

face, so that the effective velocity over the surface is greater than the actual
velocity of propagation in air. Problems with reflection from the surface and diffi-
culties in providing the sound energy from an angle over large areas may offset the
advantages of this method, particularly at the high incidence angles required to
obtain significant increases in the velocity.

Another possible method involves using the basic test arrangement illustrated
in Figure 19(1), but filling the ducts with a medium in which the velocity of sound

propagation is greater than air. For example, the velocity of sound in hydrogen gas

at normal pressure is almost four times the velocity of sound in air. However, a
diaphragm capable of transmitting the acoustic energy would be required to contain the
medium and prevent its displacement by the air flow from the sirens. Also, the SPL
transmitted through the medium depends on its characteristic impedance which is lower
for hydrogen than for air.

The frequency spectrum of the turbulent forcing function is obtained by pro-
gramming the sirens as the source of acoustic energy to give random frequency sound
over the required range. With several wide band sound sources available, one can be
directed into each duct across the specimen. If discrete frequency sirens are avail-
able, or with relatively narrow band width available by modulation, it becomes neces-
sary to duct the sound energy from several sirens into each duct across the specimen
in order to obtain the necessary spectrum band width.

In either case, the spectrum will remain reasonably accurate as the sound energy
moves downstream in the ducts because the high frequency portion of the spectrum will
be attenuatoed more than the low frequency portion. As previously noted, the turbulent
forcing function contains less high frequency energy as it progresses downstream.

When using the basic test arrangement, as shown in Figure 19, it will be necessary
to determine the attenuation as the sound progresses down the duct. The cross sec-
tional area of the duct can then be varied, perhaps made slightly convergent, as shown
in Figure 19(1), to limit the attenuation.

The size of the correlated areas, i.e., the dimensions of the balls of turbulence,
cannot be simulated precisely, but approximations are possible. By programming the
frequency spectrttm of the acoustic energy, the forcing function and its effect on the
surface can be obtained as illustrated in Figures 21A and 21B, for the longitudinal
direction. In the transverse direction, the width of the correlated areA is estab-
lished by the width of the duct. Since the widths of the eddies approximate their
length, the same randomness in width is present under turbulent loading conditions.
The bent approximation of the random width is obtained by selecting an average width
for the ducts, based on the average wave length of the forcing function, i.e., the

average diameter of the balls of turbulence.
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0POSITION OF WAVE PEAK AT TIME = 0

•'e ~POSITION OF WAVE PEAK AT TIME 0 l--0

POSITION OF WAVE PEAK AT TDIME

TEST SURFACE

Diltourface Distin air
Cos 69

Volsurface - Dist = 11OOitsec x tesec Velin air
t1sec Cos o x tlsec Cos 0

NOTE: VELOCITY OF SOUND OVER THE SURFACE IS INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL

TO THE COSINE OF THE INCIDENCE ANGLE.

INCIDENCE ANGLE RATIO: VELOCITY OVER SURFACE
6 VELOCITY IN AIR

00 1.0
150 1.03
300 1.15
450 1.41
600 2.00
750 3.90

FIGURE 22: INCREASING SOUND PROPAGATION VELOCITY OVER

A SURFACE BY VARYING ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
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The complete test arrangement is shown in Figure 19. The test requirements will
determine the sound pressure level along the ducts and also the method of directing
the energy into the ducts. The number of ducts along the specimen will depend on the
required simulation, but for clarity only four ducts or channels are shown. The duct
size will be determined analytically and may be modified after several calibration
runs. The duct material should consist of aluminum plating or harborite plywood
properly coated vith the visco-elastic material as shown in Figure 19(2).

The gap between the ducts and the specimen will be determined during calibration
runs and be consistent vith the panel response amplitude of the specimen. The
acoustic energy should be dissipated into a termination structure. A typical termina-
tion structure would consist of heavy wall construction material and filled with open
cell polyurethane or an equivalent sound damping material. The termination is at-
tached to the ducts with sufficient attachment fittings and properly sealed with neo-
prene gaskets. The vertical supports for the ducts and the termination structure
will depend on the siren locations above the floor level. The structure must be
adequate to support the ducts and termination structure as well as the specimen if
the test setup warrants such a qupport. Individual supports may be constructed for
the specimen depending on the configuration and size.

SYSTEM VIBRATION TEST

Backzround

This type of test can be more aptly called a "soak" test. The vibrational en-
vironment that any vehicle undergoes during its lifetime will, at most, require some
nuisance repair and may actually produce malfunction damage. Therefore, it is neces-
sary in any new aerospace vehicle or aircraft to proof test to provide the necessary
background to prevent the so-called nuisance failures before production comnences.

Problem Definition

The significance of vibration induced damae has been shown to be a large part
of the maintenance cost and "'down-time" burden." 8 Grouping of this damage, of a
secondary nature, can be shown to fall into three categories; namely, electrical
and electronics, mechanical and engine. Approximately 180 such failures occurred
during the testing of one aircraft sonically. 1 3 Electronic and electrical equipment
malfunctions include such items as wire bundles, supporting brackets, terminal strips,
broken clips and leads. Mechanical items requiring repair are clips and brackets
for hydraulic and pneumatic lines, and broken lines at fittings. Fatigue failures
also occurred in pneumatic line insulation, mounting flanges, gear doors, cables and
pulleys. Engine vibration failures occur mainly at clips, fuel lines, pumps, fire
detection systems, insulation blankets, and various small valves. This list does not
include the sundry loose screws, bolts, and rivets that always accompany such a test.

Although the basis for producing these vibration failures is usually on an acce-
lerated test basis, they nevertheless brought out the criteria necessary to prevent
their reoccurrences in a later vehicle production stage.

Simulation

Figure 23 and the accompanying writeup present a mean3 of accelerated vibration
testing. It must be remembered that all systems should be loaded and, if possible,
in actual operating condition. These systems can then be monitored to record their
proper working order and any malfunction detected and recorded.
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Case History

Description

This case features a means of qualifying a complete vehicle with special em-
phasis on the installed uperational systems of the vehicle. The loading consists of
broad band random frequency reverberant acoustic excitation in combination with the
operational loads peculiar to each operational system. The vehicle is placed in the
reverberant sound field of the large RTDacoustic chamber while vehicle systems are
operated using auxiliary power supplies with loads imposed on each system.

Discussion

During its service life, a vehicle may be exposed to acoustic excitation from
two major sources. The first of these is the noise from the power plant and the
second is the pseudo-noise resulting from aerodynamic turbulence. The characteristics
of this acoustic excitation vary widely during operation of the vehicle. The engine
noise is normally most severe during ground operation while the pseudo-noise caused
by turbulence becomes more severe as speed increases. When the total service life
environment is considered,the acoustic loading from both engine noise and turbulence
exhibits broad band random frequency spectra, hence producing variable sound pressure
levels up to the maximum conditions, with variable directivity and distribution pat-
terns of the acoustic energy over the vehicle.

Typical functions performed by systems in a flight vehicle include flight con-
trol, propulsion, communication, n~vigation, life support, instrumentation, and many
more. These systems, classified by the functions they perform, utilize several
methods of operation, i.e., electrical power, hydraulic pressure, mechanical linkages,
etc.

The loads on the vehicle's systems can readily be defined by consideration of
the power used in the method of operation. The vehicle's systems can then be con-
sidered in terms of operational classifications to include structural systems,
mechanical systems, hydraulic, pneumatic, and fuel systems, and electrical and elec-
tronic systems.

The test arrangement is shown in Figure 23 (1). The complete vehicle, with its
operational systems installed, is placed in the large scale acoustic chamber.

It is presumed that major components have previously been qualified with regard
to design requirements including vibration, acoustic and operational loads. The pur-
pose of the test shown in this case is to qualify the total installation. While
re~latively few failures are to be expected in the previously qualified components,
the majority of failures are expected in methods of attachment, electrical termina-
tions, joints in fluid pressure lines and other secondary equipment items which are
not normally incorporated into component testing. The dynamic response of these items
depends on the complex relative motions of supports and is influenced by the manner
in which they are installed.

To cover the wide range of variables in the acoustic loading during the vehicle's
service life, the load imposed during test is an acoustic "soak" using the main low
frequency bank of sirens and portable high frequency sirens. The sirens are pro-
gramned to provide broad band random excitation in a reverberant chamber.
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The systems of the vehicle are in operational status with imposed loads repre-
sentative of the service loads on each system. The source of power for most systems
comes from the engine gear box. Since it is not desirable to operate the engine
within the facility, auxiliary power sources can be used.

Figure 23(2) illustrates a means of operating a portion of the flight control
system using a hydraulic cylinder to move the control stick. The load is applied by
a spring arrangement which restrains the .motion of a control surface. Stresses are
thereby caused in the mechanical linkages between the control stick and the control
surface while hydraulic or electrical systems involved in moving the control surface
are subjected to their operational loads. Similar loadings are applied to other
systems by appropriate means.

All jig fixtures and supports should be as simple as possible in order to prevent
change in panel responses. Dummy stores on the pylons and wing tips can be readily
utilized depending on test requirements. Appropriate safety circuits and indicator
ligh~s can be installed to denote failures or malfunction in particular critical
systems. Restraint of the aircraft should be accomplished by chocks at the landing
gears.

COMPONENT TEST

BackRround

Any vehicle which will be subjected to a combined loads environment will en-

counter, during some time in its life, periods of severe acoustic environment in parti-

cular structural locations. These parts are in many cases the control surfaces of air-

craft, highly stressed components which could fail causing vehicle destruction. Any

component of this type which will in service encounter an acoustic environment is

usually tested in a siren or jet noise facility and a final "beefed up" configuration

chosen. Many times the selected configuration will subsequently fail in service. It

is then proof tested on the vehicle until a fail safe design is approved. In many

cases this involves a very costly testing program with accompanying delays in vehicle

delivery. The best possible solution to this testing problem is the application of

as many service loads as possible. In many cases this will require acoustic, dynamic,

static and heat simulation on one test article. Many times actual service failures

cannot be duplicated in a simulated test environment. The reason for this lack of
correlation can usually be traced to unwittingly omitting one of the many influencing
stress parameters which occurred during service operation in the component test pro-

gram. This will lead to erroneous evidence resulting in structurally weak designs

and additional testing requirements.

"The proposed test arrangement described in the following is an attempt to repro-

duce these combined loads on small test articles and obtain a more realistic repre-
sentation of the actual in-service conditions.

Case History

Description

A test fixture is proposed as shown in Figure 24 to permit full scale testing of

components under combinations of loadings. It can be used for proof testing of com-
ponents to determine if the required resistance to the design environment has been
achieved. However, the fixture may be of gteater value for experimental research
into the fatigue relationships existing when acoustic loading is combined witb other
forcing functions, and for the empirical development of design parameters where the
design must be based on a combination of loads.
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A variety of specimens can be tested, Including structural sections, structural

assemblies such as skin panels, doors, etc., mechanical components such as pumps,

valves, hinges, actuators, etc., and avionic "black box" electronic packages.

The following loads can be simulated:

* Acoustic; High SPL, random or discrete frequency

normal, grazing or variable incidence, progressive

wave or reverberant environment.

* Static or rapidly cycled static loadings can be
simulated to produce flexure, torsion and shear

in structural specimens.

* Dynamic loadings are simulated by applying vibration

and shock to the specimen.

0 Heating of the specimen during dynamic conditions
can also be provided.

9 Within the limits of the RTD acoustic facility,

certain environmental conditions such as humidity,
salt spray, etc., can be provided.

Discussion

The component test fixture is shown installed in the RTD facility in Figure 24.

A converging test section is shown leading from the main bank of sirens which
peratits increased sound pressure levels at the lower frequencies by concentrating
the sound energy over a smaller area. Although not shown, it would be possible to

adapt the test section to introduce sound energy from the high frequency bank of
sirens to increase the available frequency range, although the limitations due to
finite amplitude distortion would limit the availability of high frequency sound
energy in the smaller test section.

Either discrete or random frequency sound energy can be provided by selection and
programming of the sirens used. The orientation of the test specimens permits varia-
tion of the angle of incidence from grazing to normal or at any angle in between. The
orientation of the specimen Is permitted by the circular bearing raceway within which
the specimen is clamped, as shown in the section through support in wall of test fix-
tures, Figure 24(4).

With the end of the test chamber open as shown, the specimen is subjected to a

progressive wave. A reverberant environment can be created by closing the end of
the chamber with an irregular reflective surface and providing slotted openings to
relieve air pressure from the sirens.

As shown in Figure 24(1), a specimen can be subjected to vibration by mounting
it or a shake table in the bottom of the chamber. For simplicity, only one hydraulic
shaker is illustrated, producing vertical vibration. By the addition of two shakers
in the horizontal plane, three axis vibration can be provided.

Test specimens to be subjected to flexure, torsion or shear are mounted in
supports in the side walls of the test fixture, as shown in Figure 24(3). The speci-
men is clamped between two channels as shown in the detail of the support. Bolts
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attaching the channels to the end supports ride in slotted holes to provide for
clamping specimens of varying thickness. The space between the clamping channels
which is not occupied by the specimen must be blocked off. The entire frame in which
Lhe specimen is clamped is mounted on pins which permit the slope of the specimen to
change as it is flexed by the action of the hydraulic shakers. The pins should be
designed to take all the shear loads.

The specimen is subjected to torsion by the action of the reat shaker. The near
support in the wall oi the fixture is allowed to rotate since the support is mounted
in a circular bearing raceway, while the far support is locked to prevent this rotation.

Load, shear, and moment diagrams for a specimen subjected to flexure are shown
in Figure 24(5) for two conditions, one with the flexure shakers operating in phase,
and two with these shakers moving the specimen in opposite directions. These shakers
could also be programmed to provide a random pattern of shear and moment.

The specimen can be subjected to thermal gradients simultaneously with the other
loadings by mounting radiant heat sources such as quartz lamps on the test fixture
as shown in Figure 24(1). In addition to an opening provided in the top of the fix-
ture, the openings in the side walls and shaker table bottom can be adapted to a heat
source when they are not used as supports for the specimen.

Because of the high acoustic loading present, the test equipment mounted around
the test chamber must be enclosed and adequately protected from the acoustic environ-
ment.

Substantial reactions will result from the action of the hydraulic cylinders, or
vibration shakers. It is desirable that the supports for the cylinders be both massive
with high inertia and be capable of spreading the reactions from the cylinder over the
floor area and to the colu'ins supporting the floor. A continuous support under the
entire test fixture serves these requirements, and has the added advantage of permit-
ting the entire fixture to be moved in and out of the large test chamber as a unit
with a minimum of set-up time.

The converging test section horn can be fabricated from aluminum plate or harbo-
rite (veneer plywood). For either material the total outside surface should be coated
with a damping visco-elastic material such as Neoprene cork or Chenolic cotton. The
bolted connection between the horn and test specimen fixture should be properly de-
signed and sealed with Neoprene rubber or an equivalent gasket.

The test fixture shall be designed to withstand the imposed loading conditions
plus the high acoustic energy. Magnesium should be utilized where possible to reduce
the weight. Continuous welds shall be employed at all critical joints on materials
such as steel or magnesium. Bolted connections must be properly designed with suffi-
cient edge distances to eliminate premature failures at these points. In all cases,
vital accessories such as loading cylinders, radiant heat banks, hydraulic shakers,
hoses and electrical conduits should be protected against the acoustic energy by
visco-elastic coatings, acoustic shielding curtains or solid panel walls, etc.

Two hydraulic cylinders can be actuated simulta.neousl.y to cycle the bending load
on the specimen. The cylinders should be programmed through a load programmer and
controlled by a hydraulic pressure control servovalve (such as a Morg valve). The
system cycling rate could then be varied from approxima:aly 2 to 150 cps depending
on the load magnitude and specimen deflections. For vibratory loads and a random
sweep phase, hydraulic or electro-dynamic shaker units can be interchanged on the
test -fixture - the setup would depend on the load spectra and test specifications.
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The test fixtures, cylinders and shakers shall be properly reacted into the floor

beams or a suitable A-frame reaction jig constructed to route the loads into the floor

beams. Specimen deflections, actuator stroke, clearances, proper load magnitudes,

safety devices and other miscellaneous requirements can be determined by previous

calibrations and calculations. Trial runs should be initiated prior to operating

the acoustic-portion of the test setup.

Stress-strain data shall be acquired by properly located strain gages (axial,

shear, and rosettes) and failures can be normally determined by the installation of

crack detection wire (one or two mils thick). The radiant heat source should be

quartz lamps installed in proper holders with a reflective shield to suit the parti-

cular test setup. The testing requirements will determine the number of lamp banks

required and their location in respect to the specimen. The lamp holding fixtures
should be adequately designed to withstand the acoustic environment and also the
vibration inputs. The outside surfaces of the holders should be coated or covered
with an acoustic damping material. Failures of the quartz lamps should present no
problems as they are easily replaced with spares during inspection periods.

ALTERNATE TEST METHODS AND COMMENTS ON TEST PROCEDURES

Throughout the text, various test setups have been described and elaborated on
with no considerations for alternate methods. New test techniques and highly ac-
curate electronic equipment are constantly changing the test methods in order to

maintain the state of the art. If the discussed test methods do not appear feasible
or suitable for a particular test specimen configuration, new ideas and designs can
be incorporated as well as standby setups such as a centrifuge or sled. A complete

acceleration sled (approximately 45 feet long) could be installed in the acoustic
chamber and short duration runs at high accelerations on special equipment could be
accomplished. Because of the short time duration during acceleration and deceleration,
the test requirements would have to justify this particular test method.

Various centrifuge designs have been established for testing components and large
scale specimens and this method should be given some thought during test setup studies.
Small centrifuge tables, specimens and cages suspended on revolving counter-balanced
arms, and housed specimens riding on a circular track are several of the test configu-
rations available for the RTD facility. All methods are rather costly and extensive
to set up but could meet the requirements of certain test specifications. Northrop
Norair Report No. NOR-60-29l,(AF Contract 33(616)-6679) describes a typical centri-

fuge facility which could be modified to suit the particular needs at RTD. The
counter-balanced revolving arm is perhaps the simplest method for producing the
various dynamic and inertia load- on a specimen at constant acceleration, but the
design would have to eliminate a failure which would tend to damage the RTD acoustic
chamber or sirens. Hydraulic and electrical power requirements are easily adapted to
the centrifuge by means of swivel joints and slip rings. Electric shakers can also
bg attached to the arm as well as a radiant heat source. The specimen can be rotated
without too-much difficulty to produce g-loads and accelerations along the various
axes.

.arge capacity fatigue test machines could be installed in the acoustic chamber
with a four or five foot long specimen. Either full scale coupons or sample coupons
can be programmed into the test machines and an automatic random fatigue spectrum
setup on electronic controllers. Here again the test machine and automatic program-
mers would have to be protected from the sonic environment.

All cables used as tension linkage should be as short as possible and double
clamped to insure the safety of personnel and specimen. All cables shall be pre-
stretched prior to installation.
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All loading applicators, cable, whiffletrees, pressure bags, pressure supports,
rotary weights, etc., shall be designed to withstand the design loads coupled with a
safety factor to compensate for fatigue within the sonic environment. Major supports
and A-frames should be self-contained or reacted into the facility floor beams.

Minor failures of the pressure cell diaphragms will piobably occur. (See section
IV, page 48. Spare items should be available and the design such that the replacement
will not delay test runs for long periods of time.

Prior to running any tests, all test loads applied must first be calibrated with
the specimen intact or with a dummy setup. In the case of a programmed fatigue or
static load this calibration will enable the loads to be programmed accurately with
considerations for specimen deflections. Where possible, all loads should be applied
simultaneously or as programmed according to the test plan.

All extraneous equipment and accessories not pertinent to the specimen should
be located outside the chamber or protected inside the chamber by acoustic blankets
in order to prevent failures of these items.

Electronic load programmers are available that will automatically apply the test
loads in the proper sequence and also within close accuracy (1% to 3%). These pro-
grammers should be located outside the facility and shall be equipped with their own
power supplies. All electrical lines shall be properly shielded and grounded to eli-
minate drift and inaccuracies. Servo valves and load transducers shall be as close
to the loading actuators as practicable. The load reading link (or transducer) should
be close to the specimen load point in order to compensate for deflections and load
linkage discrepancies. The load links may be removed after calibration but it would
be best to have the links in the system at all times in order to recalibrate with a
minimum of changes.

Strain gages should be installed at all critical locations and recorded strains
can be programmed into an oscillograph or on magnetic tape. Crack detection wire
(ex., Foruvar Annealed Copper Wire, I and 2 mils in diameter) should be installed
as required. The wire is easily cemented to the specimen surface by Duco cement or
its equivalent. The lead wires should be routed into a failure detection panel with
an appropriate scanning mechanism to scan all circuits about every 60 seconds.

For ordinary service,3000 to 5000 psi hydraulic flow benches will be sufficient with
flows up to 30 gallons per minute. Special hydraulic supplies and servo valves will
be required for the electro-hydraulic shakers. The specimens should have special
safety circuits installed in order to dump the hydraulic pressure in case of a mal-
function or excessive specimen deflections. Normally, micro-switch arms suspended
at the correct locations (obtained during specimen calibrations) around the specimen
wilf quickly dump the hydraulic fluid in case of a malfunction. Various other safety
devices can also be incorporated as required.

Induction heating methods can be employed to provide localized high magnitude
thermal environment. Induction heating installations are costly and the design of
the coils around or about the specimen are rather extensive. Coils must be located
close to the specimen surface and generally would interfere with the acoustic energy
penetration and the specimen deflections. Where possible, the induction heating system
should be utilized during test programs on components or sub-assemblies. The quartz
lamp method is perhaps the best heating method available and should be utilized
whenever possible.
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V CONCLUSIONS

The interactions between static and dynamic loads have not been considered pre-
viously as a major element in design and analysis. The initial studi.es in fatigue,
probability of failure, and combined loads presented here show this is a fallacious
approach. Adequate substantiation through failure cases and presentation of new data
in fatigue and probability of failure show the importance of combined loads when
static loads are accompanied by the dynamic and/or high intensity acoustic loads.

The different structural metals act differently under random loading. The fatigue
performance of these materials is less than standard practice in structural analysis
admits. There is great variability in the performance of different materials, by a
factor of 2:1 between steel and aluminum, for example. Further variability is brought
about by the different fatigue techniques, some of which are quite inappropriate for
high dynamic and acoustic loads.

The mission load history and load sequencing alter the fatigue damage signifi-
cantly and have led to the conclusion that particular combinations of loads occurring
in the early life must be so simulated. Other combinations occurring in sequence
during later stages of the life must be simulated in their order of occurrence. A
very large positive or negative load alters the cumulative damage fraction over the
range from less than 1.0 to approximately 7 as a result of residual stresses induced
by the high loads.

A theory of acoustic fatigue by Dr. S. R. Valluri forms a part of this study
(RTD-TDR-63-4021, Supplement 1). The theory is based on crack growth and loss in
residual strength which it implies. The influence of design mean stress on time to
failure is considerabie, decreasing the effective crack length and increasing the
probability of failure. Reductions in strength which follow from fatigue damage are
more significant then reductions in stiffness in the material. The engineering theory
presented proposes an important solution to the nucleation problem explaining the
mechanism, exposing the influencing parameters, and providing an estimate of the
cycles involved. A further substantiation from recent data is presented for the
Griffith-Irwin theory. A column analogy has been drawn. 0

Seven combined loads cases are presented to show appropriate means of simulation
i- the RTD sonic test facility. New and unique test arrangements are shown and de-
scribed in detail for each case. Other failures due to combined loading are pre-
sented in detail to further substantiate the importance of the problem.

The many various types of dynamic, acoustic, and aerodynamic loads may not pre-
sently receive satisfactory emphasis in design and analysis which places a much
Migher requirement on test accuracy.

Important new developments in fatigue theory are presented and the conclusion
drawn that fatigue lies at the heart of these dynamic qualifications. While the present
requirements are for test solutions to the overall problem, many important aspects
of the engineering theory of fatigue must be solved in order to arrivt at engineering
methods that allow analytical solutions. Fatigue damage due to random loading is
one of the reasons for the existence of combined load failures.

One of the major connotations of the investigations is the potential use of the
reliability approach to structural design as opposed to the present arbitrary design
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criteria route. Since the loads and the material performance are probabilistic
events, a parameter of value would be the probability of failure at several key
points throughout the vehicle in order to provide a fundamental new look at the
structural performance. Radical progress in engineering design and mission capabi-
lity has outrun the arbitrary design criteria developed partially on a cut-and-try
basis, including vibration contributions from each of a series of vehicles in an
evolutionary chain. The analytical development presented here regarding fatigue,
if substantiated by further study, also militates against the old approach.

VI RECOMMENDATIO NS

Of the many combined loads cases presented in this contract; primary structural
qualification would be the testing arrangement most desirable as an initial effort
in the RTD sonic facility. It describes a unique solution to an age-old problem of
reliability testing, yet should be relatively inexpensive to set up and maintain.

Investigation should also be made into the possible extension to the existing
facility for handling cryogenic fuels and high temperature equipment. These will
be highly desirable during the present state of the art for the production of space
temperature differentials which play such an important role in accelerating the
fatigue process of high strength materials.

Incorporation of some means of obtaining high acceleration loads would also in-
crease the capability of accurate load simulation.

During the course of some vehicle reliability testing it may become mandatory
to operate the propulsion plant as the only solution for production of some loadings.
It would therefore be highly desirable if some means of directing or exhausting the
waste products from the test chamber were incorporated into the overall facility.

Many of the aerodynamic and static loads can be faithfully reproduced by large
air flow and/or suction. Provision should be made to have,such a system available
for the simulation of these phenomena.
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APPENDIX A

LIMITING PHENOMENA FOR
FATIGUE CRACK FAILURES

INTRODUCTION

A survey of the recent literature concerning fatigue crack theory leads to the

belief that there is need for synthesis and clarification of the principle phenomena

involved in order to eliminate areas of confusion, and to take proper advantage of

applicable fundamental concepts.

It is proposed that the limiting phenomena of fatigue crack failure can be ade-

quately defined in terms of the Griffith crack theory, the average net cross-section
stress, and the elastic and plastic properties of the material. When viewed in terms
of these simple concepts, many serious errors in assumptions can be prevented, the

seeming direct dependence of critical crack length on specinei; width can be reduced

and areas requiring additional study can be more accurately determined.

GRIFFITH CLACK THEORY

Griffith proposed a theory of critical crack length for catastrophic propagation
in an elastic material based upon experiments made with glass. Orowan proposed modi-
fications to include materials having both elastic and plastic properties. Irwin and
his associates have written extensively on brittle fracture based upon the modified
Griffith Theoryl. The modified form of the Griffith equation can be expressed as

2pE (3)

where the term p includes both surface energy and the energy of plastic deformation,

1c is the critical crack length, a the imposed stress level, and E the modulus of
elasticity. If p can be determined, the crack length critical for catastrophic propa-
gation can be computed for any stress level.

ELASTIC-PLASTIC CONS IDEATIONS

It is convenient to separate the Griffith equation into two parts a 2/2E - P/7T•ic

wvere 0 2/2E represents the stored elastic energy and p/7ri contains the elastic-
plastic and dimensional material variables. The quantity 7r 1, was originally
part of the energy term as derived by Griffith in his work dealing with glass whose
critical crack length was in the order of 103cm . Placing the term 1C with the
york term p indicates that p and 1C are both variables, being to some. extent n func-
tion of the load history. In Griffith's original work the terms 7rLTI were obtained
by relating the shape of an eliptical crack to previously published solutions for
stress and strains around such a crack. 1 The str in energy resulting from cracking
was thus expressed in terms of the crack length 7 , an entirely consistent approach
to the problem for materials with crack lengths in the order of magnitude of those
found in glass. However, for cracks of the length discussed here it is considered
appropriate to place some weight on Saint-Venants principle thus assuming that the
stress field at the end of a long crack is partially independent of the crack length.
Actually the Ir term is of little significance for long cracks, but has been retained
to utilize work of previous investigations.
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The work term p has been shown indirectly by Yusuff 2 to vary with the processing
for a given aluminum alloy. For example, 2024-T3 was found to have a p of 1330
in-lbs/in2 as compared to 855 in-lbs/in2 for 2024-T36. Reference (3) found "Subtle
difference in fracture strengths of fatigue cracked metal panels as a function of the
environment used to generate the crack". It can be assumed that modification of load-
ing history will show some variance in the work factor p. Variance in he work factor
p would result in a compensating variance of the critical crack lengthZ1. This assump-
tion is possible if the 1tored energy can be assumed, at least partially, to be in-
dependent of the length c. While changes in critical crack length are obvious in the
case of 2024-T3 and 2024-T36, it is not as obvious that changes in load history ef-
fecting p in a material such as 2024-T3 could also result in changes in critical crack
lengths.

In essence, the critical energy level at a given stress is in part independent
of crack length, and dependent on loading history. Variance in test procedures can
be expected to yield diverse results in terms of critical crack, stress relationships.
It is, therefore, essential to fully explore the relationship between p and the funda-
mental variables of load history.

NET STRESS

Specimens of different width, when subjected to the same gross area stress Og
will have dissimilar net stress for the same crack length. The net stress crack
length relationship is dependent upon the relationship between the crack length I and
the specimen width B.

NET STRESS = (n o B (4)

The critical crack phenomena is principally dependent on the stress environment and
is thus dependent on an. Study of crack growth phenomena for sheets of various
widths in terms of ag will yield different values of critical crack length Ic for
the same gross stress, whereas study of the relationship of Lc to On will show the
uniqueness of the critical crack stress environment relationship for similar load
histories.

It is also possible to explain a considerable portion of the obseived plastic
zone phenomena at the head of a crack by the stress environment around the crack
defined by the net stress. By. assuming a more or less consistent elastic stress con-
centration Kt dependent upon the shape of the crack front, the observed increase in
size of the plastic enclave with increasing crack length can be seen to result in part
from the increased intensity of the stress environment as indicated in Figure 25.

N' HIGH NET STRESS

LOW NET STRESS I'

CRACK FRONT Onl CRACK FRO

S" -- PLASTIC ENCIAVR PLASTIC ENCLAVE

FIGURE 25 STRESS ENVIRONMENT
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The recent work of Weibull 4 reporting the observed constant rate of growth of
fatigue cracks in a constant stress environment substantiates to some extent the
dependence of the crack growth rate on the stress environment. The normally observed
relationship of increased rate of crack growth with increased crack length is to
considerable extent dependent on increased net stress.

THE COMB INED PHENOMENA

The three principle limiting concepts can now be combined to form a unified

theory of controlling fatigue crack phenomena. The model for the theory presented
is well established in its application to another stability problem, the column, where
the elastic column stability relationships are expressed by the well-known Euler equa-
tion.

The Euler equation without modification is valid only to the extent that the
column remains elastic. The combined column theory can be shown diagrammatically
in the form of Figure 26. A similar approach to crack stability phenomena will
result in Figure 27.

EULER EQUATION

FIGURE 26 COLUMN THEORY

GRIFFITH CRITICAL CRACK

I

FIGURE 27 CRACK THEORY
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The basic difference between the Figures 26 and 27 is the dependence of a on
in Figure 27, a difficulty not inherent in the relationship between a and flr in
Figure 26. However, net stress curves can be developed as shown in Figure 28 for
sheets of different widths B, where the intercept on the stress axis denotes the gross
stress ag, and the curves represent the crack length, net stress relationship for the
widths B, B2 B31 etc. The curves are obtained by computing net stress for increments
of cracki length using the relationship an a I

B2=

53

FIGURE 28 NET STRESS

Superposition of Figure 28 on Figure 27 results in diagrammatic presentation of
the limiting phenomena of critical crack theory, Figure 29.

UU

5a1

GRIFFITH CRITICAL CRACK

FIGURE 29 CRITICAL CRACK THEORY

The intersection of the net stress curves of Figure 28, with the controlling
crack phenomena curves of Figure 27, will yield the crack lengths critical for cata-
strophic propagation. When a net stress curve indicates stress above the yield stress,
modified behavior can be expected. It can be seen that small test specimens will nor-
mally fail in the "modified region" and thus do not respond directly to the Griffith
crack theory. Any attempt to develop residual strength theory based on crack growth
theory and S-N curves developed from small test coupons should recognize these limita-
tions.
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APPLICATION OF THBfRY MO TEST DATA

Reference 3, Figures 128 and 129, provides test data for critical crack length,
gross stress relationships for 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 aluminum. The developed critical
crack, gross stress relationships presented in Reference 3 were obtained from Refer-
ence 5, Figures 3, 4 based on "170 tests of 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 clad aluminum alloys".

Unfortunately neither Reference 2 nor 5 defined the test procedure.

The recent paper of Yusuff2 provides values of p for calculations of critical

crack lengths. Considering the curves of Figures 128,129 of Reference 3 as presenta-

tive of the data plotted, the intercept of these curves with values of Ogross and 1C
were determined and plotted along with critical crack length curves and net stress

curves to yield Figures 30 and 31. It can be seen that good agreement with the pro-

posed control phenomcna is obtained.

Figures 32 and 33 show similar plots of critical crack, gross stress relation-

ships for data presented in Reference 2. These data were obtained by applying cyclic

loads to specimens containing transverse saw cuts until failure occurred under the

cyclic load.

The deviation of crack lengths in the lower stress region, especially in 2024-T3,

can be seen. The p values presented in Reference 2 were determined at stresses near

60,000 psi where the plots of gross stress, crack length for 10 inch and 30 inch
specimens are not significantly different. Deviation of the crack lengths obtained

for 2024-T3 in Reference 2 from the p values computed is considered to be a function

of the continued loading history during cyclic loading to failure. A need for more
complete understanding of the effect of the rate of static load application and load
history on critical crack phenomena is indicated.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Critical crack length theory, net stress, and the elastic-plastic properties

of a given material are control phenomena for critical crack lengths.

2. The aluminum alloy 7075-T6 conforms to the proposed control phenomena.

3. The aluminrum alloy 2024-T3 conforms to the proposed control phenomena for
some load histories. Since 2024-T3 is easily strain hardened, variance in
load history will result in variance of the observed criLical crack lengths.

4. Additional study of the relationship between load history, rate of loading,

and plastic work p is needed.... .

5. Use of the proposed concepts result in greatly simplified forms of data
presentation in a form easily understood by engineers.

RIBCOIENDATIONS

The region marked mmodified elastic behavior" on Figure 27 requires additional
study. Effort should be directed towards determination of p values for more materials
and the effects of strain hardening and temperature on this variable. It is suggested
that strain hardening at the crack tip will result in changes in p, resulting in
changes in critical crack lengths from that of virgin material.

Concentration of research effort on the dependence of the work factor p on the
variable3 of loading and temperature should prove a rewarding aproach to the critical
crack length problem.
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EFFTTS OF LIQUID LOADING
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"EFFECTS OF LIQUID LOADING

An estimate of the effect of liquid loading on the vibration of a typical panel
in its fundamental mode in a large cylindrical tank can be obtained by examining the
effect of liquid loading on a piston mounted in an infinite wall as shown in Figure
34.

P P IS"

WALAIR WITH CHARACTERISTIC LIQ1J'D WITH CHARACTERISTIC

IMPEDANCE OF P, C o IMPEDANCE OF Pj C1

FIGURE 34 LIQUID LOADING ON A PISTON IN AN INFINITE WALL
Consider a piston of radius a and mass mp mounted in the plane of an infinite

wail, and supported by the wnll through a spring of stiffness kp and equivalent viscous
damping rp- Let :he piston be driven by a normally incident acoustic wave with
pressure p poeiwt.

The reaction of the liquid on the piston can be described by the impedance Zf
s..en by a pistcn radiating sound into nn infinite medium. This impedance, As derived
in Re.ferences 1, 2 and 3, Is given by

z F,,- - -ra
2 PC (- + -÷--7 K, (2ka)uoeka 2k3

w. ere 13$)~ + -w:,•.re J(.8) 2 2 -•;-2 +2-4-6-2' ..

kc = w1IC

17



C = velocity of sound, and

• = 27rf = frequency in radian/sec.

The first term behaves like a resistance of fa 2 P c when ka>2. The second
term represents an Inertis load which approaches zero at ka>>l and R pa 3 /3 when
ka<<l. This latter limiL represents the mass of fluld in a cylinder of base area,

equal to the piston area f"a 2 with a height of 8 a/37r.

In general, for the panels of interest, the Lfu dmental mode occurs at a fre-
quency where the acoustic wavelength is large relative t- the panel dimensions.
Hence, for this illustration we can concentrate :,,i the region where the circumference
of the piston is less than a wavelength, or equivalentiy, ka<l. Here, equation (5)
can be simplified to give, approximately

Z= 22PC I up + (6)
2 3

With this simplification, the terms in Figure 35 become-

0a2

0 P0 a 2

3

mp = 7ra 2 PPtP where t is the thickness of the piston.

l/kp= I/mPW1 
2  wherewI is the natural frequency calcua'ted for the

unloaded piston.

rpl= mP(a./ 1• the equivalent viscous damping coefficient for the
unloaded panel, where Q, is the amplificatio•n Lactor

for the unloaded panel.

= m 7r1jt where 71l is the loss factor for the unloaded parnct.

801 0 3

r = ro2 'Clio -2
r1 C/ 2

'a



CG4TLETE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE OF PISTON

0

SOURCE IMPEDANCE RADIATION

r, INTO LIQUID

F F. 2Pt= 7r22 rl

SIMPLI FIE C IRCItr

I/kp

F

FIGURE 35 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF PISTON IN INFINITE WALL
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With theme definitions, the effect of loading on the dynamics of the panel can

be directly seen in u* and r*. Here;

= -~ +C 80P + P.1 (B)

0ra' f2 P ,/,
= -IS2+!LP p

2 ___ (CO

=-P J mpiiý;2p ( ýf+ + 37w]

The ratio of the loaded natural frequency w* to wl is

Cjjý-" i I 31tp P
p, + ]-'h [ C (()2)

)7 Mot 3f# P~ + +2 W 2 7 (11)

For a square panel of side "al at resonance ( - w*)

So -p 0 pj] AI -!f2 CP (.+ \17' 171. go- p, 1I 2.9 Pp C, C1

where C p =

UI



The ab,,ve derivation is applicable only under the following restrictions; (1) that
areas adja=ent to the vibrating panel (piston) approach the condition of infinite
impedance and (2) that only the first mode is excited, since higher modes produce
cancellation effects.
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APPENDIX C

PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION OF

THE SUM OF "M RAYLEIGH VARIABLES



PROBABILITY DENSITY F KTION OF THE SUM OF TWO RAYLEIGH VARIABL..S

Assume X and Y are independently distributed Rayleigh random variables with
probability density functions respectively:

X " T ,k>

0 ) otherviae

Y~~ - 2i •'

(y). 7() Y _o, P>o

I0y0 otherwise

where P *•P to preserve generality.

Since X and Y are independent, their joint p.d.f. can be written as

P(x,,Y) - g (x).f (y)

Make the transformation: Z = X + Y, W = X.

The Jacobian is

d dW

dZ dZ

-x



so that the transformation is one-to-one and it follows that

P (x, ) - ,(w) (z, w).

Then, since 0 - W- Z , !-
P (Z) 9 (W)f(Z-W) dW

0

ýVti 0 dW

0

)2f vzw 2 •y4

0

after completing the square on W and setting v 2 +2 a 2 .

Make the transformation:

so that

w = k/t + k 2•

and

dW=Ld'. dt.

C1



Then, after some algebra

.-.L. z
_L(L 2

Ma

SI,

Z) -t•" U2 i 2 'uP

P(Z)~~ f 2 S2 ta -C& z2t

Z -z

pa

2 q

:q,2 2 dt

pa

v ~z

f va

12 (Z) cc t 2] e 2 dt

.u z
o - t2

2 '

3 I f 2d



Let

a -Y ,• .p.

Immediately,

and

, ! [ ) Z I] (2fI)'

whe re

*(w)~ ~ d .... [ tdt =standardized

Normal probability integral. Values of 0 (w) are avaliable in tables of the

standardipd normal distribution.

The evaluation of 12 (Z) is somewhat more complicated.

CGnsider

Y Z It

'2(Z) f~! t2 e I it.
--p

Note that

e 
1 t2 t2

d 
f



Thus

2 fJ[ -2 t21 dt

W- dtj dt

-t0

"P y-t2I Z -" ' [* (7Z)+
-Oz1..-. : , ] t ~i.(-?•Oz)+,,(Pz-]"

a * , yz, + # ( .'ez - •Z -rz.

Referring to the definition of p(Z) in terms of the 1(Z)'s , collecting terms and
simplifying, there reaults, finally,

Iz -(T

P(Z) a 2 z e 2' 2 ze

* sI2 ,7r,(-) [7(z)+ *(>.)- IJ

where
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